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Purpose and Scope 
Modern business, in its present state or expansion, 
will create a growing neP-d ror staff specialists. In order 
to attract good professional people, it will be n~ceseary to 
otter them more attractive working situations than have ex- 
isted in the past. Among other things, this will entail 
changes in customary salary ranges and patterns or advance- 
ment ror start personnel. Typically, it has been necessary 
ror a apec1alist to leave hie specialty and become a line 
executive in order to continue to advance in status and pay. 
Many etarr people have the idea that their future ie much 
more limited than that or a line executive. Starr people 
reel that inducements such as more income, authority, and 
prestige are tar more prevalent in line positions. It is 
generally true that the percentage or start employees moving 
to line positions is tar greater than the reverse movement.1 
The author or this thesis intends to study the present 
methods or evaluation and promotion or start specialists 
and to explore the need and feasibility tor changed and 
1 Melville Dalton,~~ Msnage, John WilP.y & Sona, 
Ino., 1959, p. 98. 
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improved methods ot evaluating and promoting start specialists 
within their epecialt7. The prima17 purpose or this thesis 
is to analyze obJeotively present methods or evaluation and 
promotion based on the t1nd1ngs or a questionnaire which was 
sent to various selected companies in the nation with the 
cooperation or the Bureau ot Business Research of the Uni• 
versit7 ot Nebraska. These companies represent d1tterent 
tields ot business and were randomly selected trom the various 
1ndustl"J' class1t1cations trom Moody's Handbook~ Wldelr ~ 
Common Stocks. 
The subject or "start" includes many aspects upon which 
one could Just1t1abl7 write. This situation, being as it 1s, 
necessarilJ requires that an author attempt to 11m1t his 
subject as much as possible. However, some overlap will 
1nev1tab17 occur between the various isolated aspects or 
the subJeot. Thia author intends to limit the subject to 
evaluation and promotion ot start specla11sts. This would 
then exclude anr detailed examination or 11ne and start 
relationships, scope or start authorit7, start organization, 
or study ot the nature and tunctions ot start. 'l'h1s is not 
to say that these aepeots will be ignored completel7, tor 
mention will be made, b7 necess1t7, tor background and 
reterence material and because these aspects are inherent 1n 
each other. One topic cannot be thoroughly explored without 
including some reterence to the other taoets ot the total 
sub3ect. 
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Chapter I or this thesis will briefly present defini- 
tions or starr and various criteria on which distinctions 
are suggested between line and start employees. The general 
functions or start personnel will be presented as well as some 
or the limitations to the uae or atarr. The general objeo- 
tlvea ot perrormanoe appraisal will be outlined in Chapter II. 
Various criticisms or appraisal methods also will be included 
in this chapt~r as well as an explanation or a conventional 
merit rating system. The emphasis in Chapter III will be 
placed upon the philosophies or Douglas McGregor and Renata 
Likert concerning improved methods or performance appraisal. 
The appraisal plan or General Electric, which was the result 
or a study by that company, also will be included. Chapter IV 
will reflect the results or the questionnaini> that was a~nt 
to various companies throughout the nation. Parallel plans 
that were suggested by several respondents to the que1tion- 
na ire will appear in Chapter V. Chapter VI will be a SWllllarJ 
or this thesis and will include various conclusions wh1oh this 
author has drawn from the compiled data. 
Nature or Line and Starr 
Definitions~ Starr. 
Many def'1n1t1ons or "start", its nature and runctiona 
appear in print. Moat or the definitions or desoript1one 
are, by necessity, quite academic. Paul Holden has deacribed 
atarr in the following manners 
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As the managerial process growl in complexity, the time, abilit7, and comprehension or single 
executives become increas1ngl1 inadequate and must be eupplement~d by starr agencies able to furnish 
specialized assistance and advice. An adequate 
atarf organization, designed to take full advan- tage or specialized knowledge, conc~ntrated atten- tion, unified effort, and definite accountability for results within its appropriate fields, can go a long way toward relieving the burden and increasing 
the effectiveness of management. Such an organiza- 
tion may be relied upon (a) to review, co-ordinate, digest, and pass expert opinion upon propoaalaJ 
(b) to determine needs and formulate appropriat~ plans, objectives, and controlSJ and (c) to keep 
executives informed or significant developmentBJ 
and thus make it possiblP. for management to concen- trate its attention upon matters requiring its consideration.2 
Much contusion exists among businPssmen in relation to 
a clear cut definition or start. The term "steff'' has been 
taken from the m1litar1 and applied indiscriminately to all 
forms or function which aN! not "line'', with a strong 
eraphasia on specialization. Urwick att~mpts to ~xplain the 
difference between the tour basic typ~s or duties and rela- 
tionships with the following 11lustrat1onss 
1. A man charged with research into personnel policies 
5 and 10 years ahead and preparing material tor consideration by a board or directore is doing general atarr work at the Pentagon level. 
2. Ir a president removes cons1dPrat1on or the 
salaries or the first two executive levels trom 
the ordinar1 salary machinery and tells his 
2 Paul E. Hold~n. Lounsbury s. P1sh, and Hubert L. Smith, To2 Malagement Organization end Control, McGraw-Hill Book Company nc., New York, 1951, P:--36. 
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3. 
"assistant to" to maintain a special record tor 
hi• convenience, he is asking him to do personal 
atarr work. 
Ir an "assistant to" discusses a problem with the 
vice president (personnel) and prepares a brier tor the president, he is doing general start work. 
Ir a vice president (personnel) directs a central employment department or makes a report to the 
president on sala?'1'3adJustments, he is doing 
apeo1al start work. 
4. 
Descriptions or the various type ot start functions pre- 
sented in example rorm may do more to clarity the nature or 
starr than do academic definitions. 
Distinctions b~tw~en !!!'.!!.and atarr. 
The distinction betwe~n line and start is important as 
a wa7 or organizational life. Employees must know whether 
they are acting in a line or start capacity. Should a person 
be acting in a starr capacity, then he is to advise and not 
direct. It would be the prerogative or the line supervisor 
to issue the instructions through the organiEational chain. 
Authority to manage must rest with the executive who is in a 
line relationship with his subordinates. Failure to under- 
stand this is a common cause or friction between line and 
start personnel. 
3 Lyndall P. Urwick, Profitably Uainl the O~nP-ral Staff Position in Bu•in~as, Oeneral Minag~m~nterlea, No. 165, • 
American Mi'nagem~nt Association, 1953, p. 10. 
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One ma7 view the concept or line and starr from the 
perspective or relationships. A superior and a subordinate, 
with a line or authorit7 running from the rorm~r to the 
latter, is round in line authorit7. As Moon7 sa7s: "This 
gradation of authorit7 is round in all organization as an 
uninterrupted scale. Hence this hierarchical arrangement 
has been referred to as the scalar principle in organization, 
which is that there must be a series or superior-subordinate 
authorit7 relationships from the top of ever7 orgsn1zation 
structure to every position in it."4 Thelin~ authority 
relationship becomes apparent from the scalar principle that 
a superior exercises direct command over a subordinate in a 
direct line of authority. 
The nature or starr is advisory. The bPst war to 
distinguish or undP-rstand the nature or start is through 
its relationship with the line organization. A duty in the 
organization that is not an actual link in the scalar chain 
is an auxiliar7 function. This connotes functions that are 
required to supply intonnation and services to the line. 
Consideration or staff must not be limited to work 
whioh 1e onl7 adviao~ or counseling in nature. This ma7 
lead to the contention that start is actually line when it 
performs certain servic~s or exercises functional control. 
4 Se~ J. D. Mooney, Principles of Orgsn1zat1on, Harper 
and Brothers, NP.w York, 1947, pp. 14-=1'5. 
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Statements ere often made to the errect that the role or 
start is to merely providA advice and counsel. Thia neglects 
the h1,torical tact that the need tor special services led 
to the creation or some or the earliest types of start, ror 
exampl~z finance~ personnel, legal and medical departmP.nts. 
When relationships are kept 1n proper perspective the 
start may render valuable assistance in the areas or advice, 
control, coordination, and service.5 The ultimate rPaponsi- 
bility tor keeping the staff organization in a balance 
rtt:letioneh1p re3~s with the line personnel. Aggressive indi- 
viduals either in line or start tend to get more recognition 
than their associates unless management is on guard to see 
that the individuals who perform their duties quietly but 
etticiently are given due consideration. Thia is not con- 
fined to only business organizations but is also true or 
government, universities, churches, and the armed forces. 
Responsibilities or line and start must be clearly ddentitied. 
Punotional definitions or responsibilities in organization 
are at times ignored or modified in fact it not in the formal 
organization chart. Management must constantly evaluate the 
organization performance and be cognizant of any irregulari- 
ties which would throw the line and atarr relationships ott 
course. 
5 See William R. SpriP.gel, "The Starr Punotion 1n 
Organization," Advancf'd Managem~nt, March, 1952, p , 6. 
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Generally, the terms "line" and "start" are used to 
distinguish types or authority. It is assumed that units 
performing line work automatically have line authority, and 
that units performing staff work have no authority over the 
line and thus no line authority. Line work is often connoted 
to be synonymous with line authority, staff work synonymous 
with starr authority. 
The simplest method to clarify the authority rP-lation- 
sh1ps betwP.~n line and etarr 1a to express it in terms or 
accountability for results.6 In any organizational relation- 
ship, the person who is held accountable for the result or a 
decision has the authority to make the necessary decision. 
"Line" in this context connotes authority to take action or 
authority to make decisions. 
Starr connotes the person that suppli~s facts and in- 
formation that will enable the accountable manager to make 
a decision. Starr supplies services designed to help the 
line manager achieve the best results, but it cannot force 
its judgment or services onto the manager with line authority. 
When the question or authority arises, it is accountability 
ror results that determinP.a where the lin~ authority rests. 
The most obvious example or a situation under which a depart- 
ment performing staff work apparently aasum~s 11n~ authority 
6 • "Corporate Organization Structure," Studies 1n Pers-o-nn-~-1--P.-oliey, No. 183, National Industrial Conference 
lro'ara, p , 7. 
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occurs when it exercises functional control relative to 
corporate obJect1vea or policies. 
Functions ,2!. line and start. 
Functions or the line are those that follow one another 
as stages or major op~rat1ons or segmented activities. Pro- 
duction is such an activity. There are- also services common 
to line which are grouped under major operations such as 
finance and pereonnel which are performed by start special- 
ists. Ernest Dale utilizes the term "runct1onalizat1on" to 
describe the nature or these serv1ces.7 The specialists who 
handle these services are distinguished from line executives 
in that their authority is 1nd1n'ct rath~r than directJ 
functional rather than operatingJ and their respons1b1lity 
specialized rather than general. 
Punctlonal organization, as advocated by Fred~rick w. 
Taylor, injected the principle or specialization into the 
organizational structure. The start is attached to th~ line 
at any level in the organization to assist the line with 
duties which must be performed by the line. Application or 
the principle or specialization, which is the basis tor runc- 
tlonal organization, to the 11ne organization is the justifica- 
tion ror start spec1a11sts. It ls a recognized fact 1n 
1 Ernest Dale, Planning and Developinf th~ Com~any Organization Structure, Amerieiii' M8nagemen Aiioala !on, 1952, 
p. 71. 
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management that the concentration or effort in a particular 
area increases the quantity end quality or pertonnsnce. The 
atarr specialist concentrates his effort on a limited portion 
or the line executive's total assignment thereby bPing in a 
better position to advise and assist him with the broader 
responsibilities of his position. 
An excerpt from "The Management Guide" of' the Standard 
011 Company explains the functional purpose ot staff in the 
following mannPr: 
The starr exercises functional guidance over 
the operating compon~nts. This does not mean that staff members issue orders, supervise activities, or control 
any position or the operating groups. Each starr man recommends policies to the h~ad of the enterprise for 
his approval. Once these policies are approvPd, pro- 
cedures in line with the policies a~ established-- in some oaa~s by the starr m~mber concerned, and in 
other cases by the top position upon recommendation 
or the starr member. 
After establishment or a procedure, th~ atarr m~n 
within whose province the particular procedurP. falls 
furnish the appropriate opP.rating component ch1et with 
technical or specialized advice and assistance in the 
application or the procedure. The starr mPmb~r ie 
responsible for furnishing this functional gu1dance1 
and is accountable to his principal for the fulfill- ment or his responsibility. In no case is the chief 
ot the operating component eubject to the orders, 
supervision, or control or the atarr manJ nor can he ever be held accountable to the staff member for ful- 
fillment or hie responsibilitiee.8 
8 L.A. Allen, "Improving LinP and Staff R~lat1onshipe," 
National Industrial Conrerenoe Board, Inc., Studies in 
P~rsonn~l Policy, No. 153, p. 41. 
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The start organization concentrates its efforts on 
functions already being performed throughout the organization. 
It gives special attention to these functions 90 that they 
may be performed more effectively. It these services are to 
be pertormed to the maximum. the assignment should consist 
or one function or a group or related functions. Through 
this principle or specialization the staff organization is 
able to reduce the line executives problems and increase the 
overall efficiency of the entire organization. 
Limitations or start. 
Having generally examined the advantages or the use or 
start in an organization the next logical step is to recog- 
nize the limitations in using start. Although the utiliza- 
tion of staff ls necessary to an organization and can 
accomplish a great deal to mak~ it successful1 the natur~ 
of start authority and the difficulty of understanding it 
lead to certain limitations. Koontz and O'Donnell have pre- 
sented the following points as areas or limitations 1n the 
use or starrz9 
Danger ot Undermining Line Authority. Starr d~partments 
are usually viewed with skepticism by operating ~xecutives 
who see in th~m a high potential for harm. Frequently a 
9 s~~ Koontz and 0'Donnell1 Principles£! ManagP.mPnt1 
McGraw-Hill Inc.1 1964. pp. 290-292. 
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president brings in a start executive, gives him authority, 
and directs all other managers to be cooperative. The proposals 
or the starr executive are rP.ce1ved by the presid~nt with 
enthusiasm, and pressure ls exerted upon the managers involvPd 
to put them into effect. What is actually taking place in 
this situation is that the department managers' authority is 
being undermined. A continuation or this situation would 
destroy the line departments. 
Lack of Responsibilitz !'lz Starr. Advisory departments 
only propose a plan. Other line departments must put th~ 
plan into operation. This creates an ideal situation tor 
recrimination and the shifting of blame by the start to the 
line in the event all ls not successful. 
Thinking!!!.!. Vacuum. Implication that lin~ managers 
are without creative ability is a weakness in assuming that 
planners must be set off from the line departments in order 
to think. An intell1g~nt manager will not delegate his 
managerial tunctions to a staff specialist. It is fatal to 
his managership to assign such an activity as planning to a 
statr specialist. 
Management Complication. Unity or command is an im- 
portant factor to maintain in line and starr relationships. 
It 1a not easy for a dP.partm~nt head to be responsible to 
two or three people. Since functional authority r~lation- 
ships are often unavoidable, som~ disunity in command 1a also 
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unavoidable. The manager should remain cognizant or the 
difficulties which multiple authority presents. He should 
either limit them--even at the cost or some uniformity or 
loss ot speoialization--or else establish authority lines to 
guarantee unity or command at every possible point in the 
organization structure. 
The line and start problem is not only one or the most 
complicated that organizations race. but it is also the source 
or a large amount or inefficiency. Solving this problem re- 
quires a high degree or managerial skill. Xoontz and 
O'Donnell have stated the following points as factors to 
attain the objective or successful start work:10 
Understanding Authoritl Relationship~. The nature or 
line and staff rP.lationsh1pa must be understood before thP 
problems or line and start can be solved. It must be recog- 
nized and emphasized that line and start are authority rela- 
tionships and that moat managerial positions have elements 
ot both. Every manager and his subordinates must understand 
the purpose or their tasks and whether they operate in a 
line or 1n a start capacity. This understanding must be 
accompanied by the idea that line authority means making 
decisions and acting on them. while start authority implies 
only th~ right to advise and counsel. 
10 4 Ibid •• pp. 292-29. 
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Making~ Listen to Starr. Line managers should 
realize that the competent starr specialist offers suggestions 
to aid and not to undermine or oriticiz~. Although most line 
and stnff friction arises from ineptness or over~~alousnese 
on the part of starr people, difficulty also arises because 
the line executive guards his authority and res~nts thP. very 
assistance he needs. 
CompletPd Staff~· Completed staff work implies the 
presentation of n clear recommendation based upon full con- 
sideration or a problem, clearance with persona importantly 
affected, suggestions about avoiding any difficulties in- 
volved, and, often, preparation or the paper work involvP.d 
so that the manager can acc~pt or reject th~ proposal without 
further study, long confP-rences, or unnec~seary work. 
Understanding staff authority is the basis for an organi- 
zational way or life. Sup~rior and subordinate must know 
whether they are acting 1n a line or starr capacity. Ir an 
employee is in a staff capacity, then his job is to advise 
and not command. His line superiors must make the decisions 
and issue the instructions through th~ scaler chain. Not 
onl1 must the starr spP.cialist recognize that his job is to 
cou~ael, but the line executive must not confuse such counsel 
with eo~mand. Authority to manage must re.st with the execu- 
tive who stands in the line relationship with his subordinates. 
The preceding 1dP.as must be k~pt 1n mind by management 
to improve line and start relationships. How~ver, aa 
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organization grows, starr also grows. Part or the growth is 
due to a natural consP-quence or the need for mor~ servicPs. 
Part or this growth results from companies sPtting up staff 
units to perform activities formerly bought on a contract 
basis from an outside agency. Another reason for the growth 
ot corporate start is evident by the fact that many companies 
are finding a need ror types or services that had not be~n or 
previous concern. Some or these new functions arise from 
the competitive environment 1n which the company operatP.s. 
Some functions are attributable to the increasing t~nd 
toward decentralization and d1v1s1ona11zed operations. Ex~cu- 
tive development, organization planning, and th~ emergence or 
marketing are examples or corporate staff activities. 
The types or activities at the corporate level havP been 
increasing, but it is not necessarily true that thP number or 
personnel engaged 1n corporate starr work has been incrf!'asing.11 
Much or the service type work with which starr ls 1dentifiPd 
ls carried on by staff pP.rsonnel within the div1s!ons, 1£av- 
ing a smaller but more specialized, versatile, highly skilled 
starr at the corporate level. 
This fact points out anoth~r aspect of the changing role 
or starr: the general shift or ~mphasis from its role as a 
primarily service agency to its role as an agency assisting 
11 "Corporate Organization Structures," p. 13. 
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in planning and control. This shift in ~mphas1s is partially 
appar~nt in th~ titles or the corporatP atarr units. It is 
most apparent in the organization manuals that dPfine the 
responsibilities of the corporatP etarr. This shift 1e most 
prevalent in companies that have moved to d1vis1onal1zed 
organization. In a d1v1s1onalized company that practices 
decentralization, corporate staff assumes a major rolP in 
the formulation of corporate objectives and policies. Staff 
also assumPs a greater role as an agent of th~ ch1~f ~xPcut1ve 
in mP.asuring and appraising perrormancP within functional 
sp~cialti~a relative to the established objectives and 
policies of the organization.12 
12 Ibid., p. 14. 
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SUMMARY 
Many etarr employees have the opinion that it is 
necessary to transfer to a line position to gain such b@ne- 
fits as more income, authority, and pr~st1ge. The objective 
or this thesis ls to explore and analyze present mPthods or 
evaluation and promotion or staff specialists and to de- 
termine the n~ed for a parallel evaluation and promotion pro- 
gram. To accomplish this end, a questionnaire was sent to 
270 companies throughout th~ nation. 
The actual distinctions between line and staff which 
organizations make often do more than academic definitions 
to clarify the difference that exists between the two. Th~ 
nature or the line function is a hierarchical arrangement 
of superior-subordinate authority relationships which has 
been referred to as the scalar principle in organization. 
The nature or staff ls advisory. A duty in the organization 
that is not an actual link in the scalar chain is an auxiliary 
runction and connotes functions that are required to supply 
information and services to the line. 
Accountability ror results ls a simple method to 
clarify the authority relationships between line and starr. 
The person who is h~ld accountable tor the results or a 
decision has the authority to make the necessary decision. 
Line in this context connotes authority to take action or 
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authority to make decisions. Steff connotes thP person that 
supplies facts and infonnation that will enablP the accountable 
manager to make a decision. 
The principle of specialization, as advocat~d by 
Frederick w. Taylor is the basis for functional organization 
and provides the justification for staff specialists. Con- 
centration of effort in a particular area increases the 
quantity and quality of performanc~. The staff specialist 
conc~ntrates his attention to a limited area or an assign- 
ment, thus being in a better position to advis~ and assist 
the line executive who is concerned with a broad~r aspect or 
an assignment. 
Although the utilization or staff is n~cessary to an 
organization, the nature or sterr authority and the diffi- 
culty of understanding it lead to certain limitations. ThesP 
limitations have been presPnted by Koontz and O'Donn~ll. 
They list the danger of undermining line authority, lack or 
responsibility by staff, manag~ment complication, under- 
standing authorlty relationships, making line liet~n to staff, 
and completed staff work as limitations to the. use or sterr. 
As organizations grow, the nP-~d for etarr also grows. 
This expansion has crt"ated a need for a corporate staff in 
the orgenization. This highly epec1a11z~d, skilled etarr 
assiats primarily in planning end control, leaving the service 
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type work to starr personnel within the various divisions 
or the company. This shift of responsibilities of etarr is 
most apparent in companies that have moved to div1s1onal1zed 
organization. 
CHAPTER II 
APPRAISAL METHODS FOR STAFF SPECIALISTS 
Objectives or Performance Appraisal 
Performance appraisal within management ranks has become 
common practice in the last two decades 1n man7 companies 
and is otten an important teature or management development 
programs. Appraisal programs are quite varied 1n nature as 
th•1 are being used presently b7 companies around the nation. 
However, regardless ot the apeoitio program which a compan1 
ma1 use, the general obJeotives are verr similar. Kindall 
and Gatza present what the7 feel are the primarr objectives 
ot an appraisal program 1n the three following statements1 
1. The t1rst and tooal objective is the improve- ment ot performance in the Job now held. This suggests that the appraisal procedure should not atop at an examination or the pastJ it should move on to th• preparation or some plan tor tuture action based on what has been learned trom the past. Thls also suggests that the appraisal plan should embrace as many positions as possible and that it should strive tor im- provement 1n all or them. 
a. The second goal 1s the development or people 1n two sensess a. providing the organization with people qualified to step 1nto higher positions as they open UPJ b. serving as a help to the 1nd1v1dual who wishes to acquire the knowledge and abilities he needs to become ellg1ble tor a higher Job. 
3. The appraisal procedure should also provide an- swers to the two questions which seem to be the recurrent concern ot almost everr organization 
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member: "How am I doing:" and "wherP. do I go 
from here?" Answering th~se Questions is of obvious bP.nP.fit to the person whose mind they occupy. It may also be or grPat value to the 
organization, for in many cases these questions 
will preoccupy an individual and prevent him from hearing or rPspond1ng to much of what his 
supervisor has to say.l 
This statement or objectives does not covP.r all possible 
goals. It makes no mention, tor example, or two common ap- 
praisal program goales providing an inventory of personnel 
reaourcPs and providing a means ror testing personnel pro- 
cedures. There is danger in ~xpecting an appraisal program 
to do too many things at one time. It tPnds to be more 
effective if the company has differentiated between its needs 
for appraising perfonnance and its needs for a systPm or per- 
formance reporting. 
Some organizations will need some kind or ~port on th~ 
qualifications or performance or its employees. This is th~ 
case, ror example, when thP. organiration takes a personnel 
inventory at some point, or has need for a continuing man- 
power audit procedure. WhPn this need is pr~s~nt, management 
should devise a simple report which carries only the informa- 
tion needed for th~se particular purposPe. The rPason ror 
this is that ell too often appraisal and reporting are look~d 
on as one task. When this occurs, the pPrformance r~port 
1 Alva Kindall & Jame a Oat~•, "Positive Program for Performance Appraisal," Harvard BusinP.ss RPviPw, 1963, 
p. 154. ~~ 
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usuall7 1s the same sheet or paper that is used as a guide 
1n making the appraisal. The disadvantage or this practice 
is that it otten leads the superior to swa7 his ratings out 
ot consolous or unconscious concern over how the report 
might look to others. 
The most common objective of tormal appraisal programs 
1s to provide a e73tematio Judgment to substantiate sala17 
increase. promotions. transfers. and soinetim.es demotions or 
terminations. Programs or this tJPe are being used 1nereas- 
1ngl7 as a basis tor the coaching and counseling or the 1nd1· 
vidual b7 the superior. Other objectives or appraisal pro- 
grams are to determine the training and developmental needs 
ot emplorees. to establish standards or superviso17 per- 
tormanoe. to improve oommun1oat1on between supervisor and 
employee. to reach an understanding on the obJeotlves ot the 
job. to discover the goals or the employee and to reconcile 
them with the goals or the compan7. and to provide the 
emplo,.ee with recognition tor accomplishments. 
These obJeot1ves ot performance appraisal tall into cate- 
gories. retlecting compan7 philosophy and the assumptions 
underl71ng the use or performance appraisal. Objectives 
might be olass1t1ed or grouped into two general categories 
as tollowsi 1. Objectives retleot1ng the adm1nlstrat1ve and 
related operational needs or the organization. 2. Objectives 
aimed at self-development or the 1nd1v1dual. 
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'nle rorm~r classification assumes that managPrs must do 
certain things to ~mployPPs, such as Judging and measuring 
performance and motivating th~ employePs. The latter en- 
courages employees to want to do things themselves, develop- 
ing gr~atPr motivation and inter~st in their jobs and 
learning their Jobs bett~r. 
MP-rit Rating Appraisal Plans 
Varied philosophi~s and opinions exist among business- 
men and students or performance appraisal concerning the type 
or program to use to evaluate managers and executives. Th~ 
most common, or at least most h~ard or, plan for performance 
appraisal 1a the merit rating program. MP.rit rating is a 
systematic P-valuat1on or an ~mployP-~ by h1s supervisor or by 
some other qualified person who is familiar with th~ em- 
ploy~e•s performance on the Job. Merit ratings are usually 
"18d~ by means or a standardized form that 1s adapted to the 
needs or the particular organizations. Usually the ratings 
are made at periodic intervals. A merit rating thus b~comes 
a permanent part or an employee's record with a given company, 
and, at least in thP.ory, is a part or th~ record that may b~ 
used by manage~nt in subsequent promotion, transfer, or 
layorr. 
A survey by th~ National Industrial Conr~renoP Board or 
400 companies indicated that about on~ half had employ~e 
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2 merit rating plsns. This represented a significant propor- 
tion or the companies surv~y~d. 'I'h1s emphasized the point 
that merit rating will r~main an important part of personnP.1 
administration programs of companies d~spite cPrtain criti- 
cisms thst have b~~n made rPgarding merit rating systPms. 
Although the tPrm "mP,rlt rating" is new, the r~ting of 
men by supP-rvisors 1e by no m~ans a n~w devPlopm~nt. Em- 
ployees have elways b~~n ratPd by supervisors, and it ls true 
that the ratings, regardlPSS of their validity, have in thP 
past been just as important in detP.rm1ning the rate of an 
employee as any rating made by means or a modPrn m~rit rating 
chart. Changes in the merit rating system hav~ not involved 
making ratings whP.re none P.xisted before; rather the changes 
have involved a transfer from haphazard, random, and r~- 
quently irresponsible ratings to ratings made deliberately, 
calmly, and systematically. In this manner the ratings, 1r 
not complPt~ly comparable from on~ employeP. to anothP.r, are 
at least much more comparable than were th~ older ~valuations 
or emplo~es by aupervisors. 
!!!!..!. or m~rit ratings 
Company ex~cutives use the merit rating system for vari- 
ous reasons. Again, as hss b~~n m~nt1on~d, th~ reasons may 
2 "PersonnPl Practices 1n Factory and Office," Stud1t!B in PersonnPl Policy, No. 145, National Industrial ConferPnc~ 
E"Oara, 19;ir. 
be classifiPd into two major categories: "Administration" 
and "SPlf-improvement". In the latter classir1cat1on, the 
emphasis is upon helping employees to understand th~ir 
strengths and weaknesses, so that they can havP a basis for 
s~lf-im.provement. 
The most important administrative use of merit ratings 
is for promotion. When employees arP promoted into positions 
where they can most P.ffect1vely use thP.ir abilities it is or 
benP.fit to both manag~ment end employees. A merit rating 
system, properly d~veloped and administered, can aid in de- 
termining whether individuals should b~ considered ror pro- 
motions. Such ratings should d1ffer~nt1ate b~tween an 
individual's performancP on his pres~nt job and his performance 
potential on a higher lP.vel job. The ability to perform 
effectively on one job does not nP.cessarily assure an 
employee's potential for greater responsibility. 
Types of personn~l actions such as transfers, demotions, 
terminations, and layoffs are, on occasion, necessary in most 
companies. In some lnstanc~e, such actions are necessary due 
to unsatieraotory employeP perrormanc~. Wh~n actions or this 
nature become nec~ssary declalons must be made by managem~nt. 
Thee~ decla1ons havP- a sounder basts and are aubjPct to less 
cr1tic1sm whPn they are basPd on a fair and consid~rate per- 
sonnel po11oy than when th~y are based on eubj~ctivP judgments. 
M~rit ratings arP usPd as a basis ror granting wagP and 
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salary increases. In some instances both merit and seniority 
are combined to grant increases in wages and salaries. An- 
other use or merit rating is for training purposes. It can 
help to identify areas of skills in which numerous P.mploy~Ps 
are not up to par. This points out training dPf1c1enc1es 
which should be corrected by additional training. Also, a 
merit rating system can aid in identifying individuals who 
may requlr~ additional special training. 
It ls n~ces~ary that each Pmployee knows where hP stands 
for a merit rating system to aid in employee self-improvement. 
The supervisor will be doing both the company and th~ employee 
a favor by bringing to the attention of the employee his in- 
adequate performance or hia job. It ls very likely that many 
aspects of an employee's performance could be improved it a 
supervisor ls required to evaluatP. periodically all of his 
employees. It is good for management to inform an employee 
of his good and weak points if it is interested in having its 
employees perfonn their jobs in the best possible manner. 
A atudz or apprs1sal programs. 
Thomas L. Whisler has conducted an analys1e and ~valua- 
tion or eight companiPs to learn what efforts th~ companies 
were making to apprai&P the p~rrormance or individuals. HP 
hss summarizPd hie findings and has presPnted th~ following 
general observations concerning p~rrormanc~ appraisals 
?7 
1. Staff peopl~ g~nP.rally recogniz~ that various needs ar~ to be served by a performance appraisal plan, at least when the plan ls in th~ design 
stage. In practice, however, the rating plan ls generally used for one or two purpos~s only, 
although these purposes may change over tlmP. 
2. Rating plans are rar~ly incorporated d1~etly into wage and salsry systems--formal ratings being something "to be cons Ide red , '' On the otheir 
hand, "counseling" or conunun1cat1on of appraisal 1nform8t1on is perhaps the most commonly cited 
purposP of an appraisal system, even where no 
appraisal interviews at'E' actually held. 
3. A surprising number or companies keep som~ official 
record or bP.havior incidents involving employP.es at th~ non-managerial l~vel. Ev~n though thPse 1nc1d~nts usually arE! not translatPd dirPctly 
into ratings, they are regarded as quit~ important, particularly when it is necPssary to dP.f~nd some 
unpopular action. One would expect on thP basis of this evidence that the cr1tieal-inc1dPnt rating 
technique would have a wide-spread 1ntu1tivP. 
appeal. 
4. Management, in union as well as nonunion companies, relies primarily upon seniority 1n making dP.cis1ons about wage rates, promotions, layoffs, and oth~r 
personnel actions. ThP. notion or rP.ward1ng mP.r1t 
is n~ver forgotten, but 1t appP.ars that one of thP 
handiest measures of merit turns out to bP. 
seniority. 
5. The perronnance appraisal plans which appear to be most effective are those which require the most 
time and money. In somP. cases (for exampl~, whPre the forced-choice report is used), thP. great ~x- 
penditure or time 1s in planning and dP.velop1ng 
the technique. In othP.rs, much effort goes into 
devising and enforcing controls. In thE" case wherP 
th~ crit1cal-1nc1dent techniqu~ ls used, thP. cost 
1s high in plannP.rs' time, 1n raters' tim~, and in 
thP tim~ or thosP. who maintain control over the system • .:> 
3 Thomas L. WhislPr, PPrfonnance Appraieal, Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, NP.w York, 1962, p. 476. 
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While these observations by Whisler are cited from a 
limited sample of eight companies, they arP- genPralizatlons 
from a sample of largP and small business and consP.quPntly 
can be applied, with some reservation, to the appraisal pro- 
grams which are in gen~ral use at the pr~sent time. However, 
IMny students of performance appraisal have offered various 
criticisms against the conventional programs now in use by 
many of the compan1Ps throughout the nation. It is to th~se 
criticisms thst WP now turn our att~ntion. 
Criticisms of Conventional Appraisal Plans 
The ~valuation or performance to determine the amount 
and/or fre.qaency or salary incrE>ases ls standard pract1c~ in 
many companies and the concept or relating reward to per- 
rormancP is censible and equitable. HowPver, many people 
question the validity or the traditional rating methods and 
whether thP.y do furnish reliable measures of p~rrormanc~. 
These criticisms can be categorized into thre~ general areasz 
1. Problems relat~d to human judgment. 2. Problems relat~d 
to organizational characteristics and managerial philosophy. 
3. Problems concerned with th~ subjectivity of measures or 
performance. 
Human j11dgment pr-ob l.em, 
An article which originated in thP personnel department 
or the Hawthorne Works, West~rn El~ctr1c Company OVPr tw~nty 
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years ago has value, even today, as a statement of thP problem 
or appraising others in an organization rP.lative to human 
JudgmPnt. One point which ls ~mphaslzed is that it is neces- 
sary to consider a rating as a "record of opinion" about an 
employP.e. Much misund~rstandlng about use and interpretation 
or ratings hBs r~sult~d from the fa1lur~ to recognize this 
principle. 
Ratings require that Judgments be madP on intangible 
factors about th~ employ~e. These intangible factors cannot 
be measur~d as obj~ctive.ly, for ~xample, as an ~mployee's 
production output, yet these factors receive consideration 
for promotion, transf~r, termination, or other personnel de- 
cisions. These intangible factors include such critP.r1a as 
an employee's initiative, his dependability and vP-rsat11ity, 
or hie ability to cooperat~ and get along with p~ople. That 
Judgments concerning these factors are not a figment or our 
own imagination is evidenced by the fact that other persons 
who arP. in a position to Judge will ag~P that ''We 8r~ con- 
stantly making judgments, such as JonP.s ls more depPndable 
than Smith, that he has more 1n1t1at1ve, that h~ rMkPs a 
bP.tter 1mpr~as1on on peoplP, that on thP. whole h~ ls doing 
a bPtt~r Job. "4 These Judgments ar~ thP basis for actions 
4 "ThE- NaturP and Interpr~tat1on or EmployE'e M£>rit Ratings," HawthornP. Works, WE>stem E1Pctr1c Co., PPrfonnsnc@I' 
Appra1Aal, p. 21. 
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conoerning personnel adjustments ther~fore, confidPnce is 
expressed in them. 
Two particular p~cautions should bP. considered when the 
appraisal rating is being interpreted. These are: 
1. A rating should always be interpreted as having a "zone of uncertainty". 
2. No rating should be expected to t~ll th~ wholP 
story with regard to any personnel adjustment. 
Ratings should bP used rather as a basis for 
discussion of proposed personnel changes.5 
Judgm~nts of thP intangible factors cannot be pP.rfPct, 
consequently th~y cannot bP. exp~cted to bP. 100~ corrP.ct. Thus, 
when comparing two or more emplOY't"PS who are very similar 
from a rating, thP. "zone of uncertainty" is wide enough so 
that no important diffPrentiation can bP. made on the assump- 
tion that one is really better than the other. 
The Hawthorne articlP lists BP.veral factors which affect 
the "zone of unoerte1nty" in appraisal rating: 
1. The smallP.r the number of ratP.rs, the greater the zone or uncertainty. 
2. The smaller the numb~r or employees in similar 
work in the organization, the great~r the zone or uncertainty. 
3. Comparisons among men in different organizations havP a wider zone of uncertainty than among men in the ssmP organizstion. 
5 rsre., p. 27. 
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4. Com~!r1sone or m~n in SOMPWh~t dtrr~r-nt 
oceupations have a widP.r zon~ of uncertainty then !m~ng mPn doing Pxa~tly thP samP work. 
5. Th~ longAr th~ timP e1neP. th~ rst1ng ws8 mad•, 
th~ gr~ster th~ zon~ of uno~6ta1nty thst it is truP at thP prP.eP.nt t1mP. 
Appraisal rstings should not bP takP.n at facP. value to 
provide a el~ar cut decision eonc~rning pP-reonn~l problems. 
It may be that a particular ~mploye~ is euitP.d for a particu- 
lar job which muet b~ fill~d and that promotion of an indi- 
vidual with th~ b~st rating may not be th~ most prud~nt 
action. For PxamplP, ~xper1~neP. in th~ company may QU!lify 
an individual for a promotion ov•r anothPr Pmploy•• who has, 
aoeord1ng to thP. ratings, b~Pn p~rrorm1ng mot¥" ~ffP.etiv~ly 
on the job. There at"fl' msny factors to tak~ into consid•ra- 
tion snd one must b~ careful to eonsid~r th~ ratings as a 
guide rath~r than an anew~r to problPms concPrning pPrsonnPl 
adjustments. 
~rgan1zat1onal and m~nagPr1a1 problP-m. 
A numb•r or authors fP~l that thP primary objP.ction to 
th~ eon~ntional appraisal progrsm ts the probl~m or men in 
the organization having to judgP oth~r mPn within th• 
organization. Th~ point of this problPm a~a culm1natPs with 
the appraisal int~rv1~w which r~sults in r~s1stanc~ from the 
6 Ibid., p , 23. 
managers who must administrate the program. This resistance 
ls usually caused by a lack of skill by the manager to conduct 
the interview, a natural dislike for criticizing a sub- 
ordinate, or possibly by a mistrust in the appraisal procedurP-. 
McGregor feels that there ls a deeper underlying cause for 
this criticism or conventional appraisal programs. He states 
his idea of the underlying causP for criticism in this manner: 
ThP. conventional approach, unless handled with 
consummate skill and delicacy, constitutes some- thing dangerously close to a violation of thP 
integrity of the personality. Managers ar~ un- comfortable when they ar~ put in th~ position of 
"playing ooe ", The respect we hold for the 
inherent value of the individual le8V€S US dis- 
tressed when we must tak€ responsibility for 
judging the personal worth or a fellow man. YPt 
the conventional approach to performance appraisal forces us, not only to mak~ such judgments and to 
see them acted upon, but also to communicate th~m to thosP. we have judgP.d. Small wondP.r we res1st:7 
Judgments will have to be made by managers about sub- 
ordinates. Without judgments, appraisal and promotion pro- 
grams cannot be administered. The question is, however, ''Are 
subordinates to be evaluatPd like products from an ass~mbly 
line?" McGregor holds that the appraisal process may be 
improved upon by means of training the Pvaluators, using 
group appraisal methods, or through research on the appraisal 
1 Dou~las McGr~gor, "An Uneasy Look at PerformancP 
Appraisal, Harvard Business RPv!P.~, Vol. 35, No. 3, May-Jun~, 
19 57 , p • 9 ') • 
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program; but the assumptions of the conventional appraisal 
program are the sam~ as a product inspection program. 
Assuming this interpr~tation of appraisal programs, then 
it follows that the managP.rs of an organization are unwilling 
to make binding judgmPnts on subordinates. This philosophy 
would indicatP that thP trf'nd of managP.rial opinion concPrn- 
ing ~mployf'e rf>lations is shifting away from th,, "'('hf'ory X" 
philosophy and toward thP ''ThF>ory Y'' philosophy of manage- 
ment. The manager wants to b~ a lead~r and not a judge which 
most conv~ntional appraisal programs dPmand. 
SubjectivitY- problPm. 
Many authors fPP.1 that th~ conventional pprformanc~ 
appraisal program is inadequate as a p~rsonnel procedure. 
This feeling is based primarily on thP subjective nature on 
which conventional programs are adm1n1sterPd. ThP basic ob- 
jection is that the manager is placed in a post t t on of judging 
the personal qual1f!cat1cns nf his subord1nat~s and making 
decisions on these judgments. FurthermorP, it is fPlt that a 
manager does not possess, nor coukd he a~quire 1 thii:- skill 
nec~ssary to make thPs~ judgments and to assum~ thP. rPsponsi- 
bility or ~rrectively carrying out the dPcisions mad~ rrom 
them. It is this asp~ct that is rPaponsible for the uneasi- 




Performance appraisal of employees ts a common practice 
in many companies. Although there is a gr~at deal of variance 
between appraisal programs, the general objectives are 
usually quit~ similar. The most common objectivPs or formal 
appraisal programs ls to provide a systematic judgm~nt to 
substantiate salary increases, promotions, transfers, and 
demotions or tP.rminations. The ovPrall objPctives or p~r- 
rormance appraisal may b~ claesifiPd into two general cat~- 
gories: 1. Objectives rPflecting th~ administrative and 
related operational ne~ds of the organization. ?.. ObjPctiv~s 
aimP.& at self-devP.lopm~nt of the individual. 
The merit rating system is the most common form of per- 
formance appraisal. A survey by thP National Industrial 
Conference Board of 4~0 companies indicated that about onP 
half had employee mP-r1t rating plans. This plan 1s a systPm 
of evaluation of an employee by his supervisor or by some 
other qualified person who is familiar with the employ~e's 
performance on the job. The rating ts usually made by means 
or a standardized form and is made at periodic intervals. 
The r~sults of thP. rating arP. made a p8rt or thP employP.~'s 
permanent record and is used by managPmPnt to dPtPrmine 
future promotion, transfPr, or tPrmination. 
Various cr1t1c1sms havP bPP.n madP by studP.nts of 
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performance appraisal against the conventional m~thods cur- 
rently being used by many companies. These criticisms can 
be cat~gor1zed into three g~neral areas: 1. Probl~ms relat~d 
to h~man Judgment. 2. Problems related to organizational 
characteristics and managerial philosophy. 3. ProblPms con- 
cerned with the subJFct1v1ty of mPasures of pPrformancP.. 
Ratings rP.quire that Judgm~nts bP. m~dP on lnt~ngibl~ 
factors about an employ~P. It ls an P~tr~mPly difficult tssk 
to m~ke thPse JudgmFnts on an objectivP. basis. For this 
r-ea eon an articlP from thP Hawthorne Works, W,,:.stern El~ctric 
Company emphasizP.d the n~cessity to considPr a rating as a 
"record or opinion" of an PmployeP. This artlclf' also pre- 
sent~d two precautions which should b~ consldPrPd wh~n an 
appr3isal rating is being 1nterpretPd. ThPSe precautions 
are that a rating should b~ lnterprPted to contain a "zon~ 
of uncP.rtainty," and that no rating should be Pxp~cte-d to 
present all the information with rPgard to personnel adjust- 
ment. 
A major objection to pPrformancP appraisal is the fact 
that men in an organization have to judg~ othPr m~n in thP 
organization which culminates with thP appraisal lnt~rvi~w. 
According to McGrPgor, managers ar~ plac~d in the rolP or 
"playing God." Although appraisal and promotion programs 
cannot be adminlstPred without judgm~nts, McGregor holds that 
th~ process may b~ 1mprov~d upon by allowing thP manag~r to 
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assume the role or a counselor rath~r than a judge. Thie 
philosophy would indicate that the trend or managerial 
opinion concerning employPe relations is shifting away from 
the "Theory X" philosophy and toward the "ThE-ory Y" philosophy 
ot management. 
CHAPTER III 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL 
Philosophies for ImprovF.d Performance Appraisal 
Students of performance appraisal have advanced new 
ideas for improvement or th~ conventional programs which 
are presently 1n widespread us~ in many compani~s throughout 
the nation. ThF.SP. 1mprov~d plans are 1nt~ndFd primarily to 
apprais~ administrative and managerial p~rsonnel both in line 
and staff positions. For this reason, this chapt~r will d~al 
with appraisal programs in gPn~ral with ~mphas1s on separate 
methods of appraisal for staff spF.c1al1sts being considrred 
in ChaptPr v. 
Basis ror philosophy. 
The appraisal programs which have been pr~sentPd as 
improvements of the conventional plans are basically the 
same. Some authors have different ideas about the technique 
of a plan, howevP-r the general trend is to create an appraisal 
program which ls more results oriented than the conventional 
plans. This philosophy has been derivPd from the point of 
view of basic social values. Peter Drucker's concept of 
"management by objectives" sePms to have provided a framiDwork 
within which these authors have att~mptPd to s~~k a solution. 
According to Druck~r, Pach managPr in th~ organization must 
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have clear cut objectives which specify the contribution or 
each particular unit in the organization and the contribution 
or each manager. "These objectives should always derive from 
the goals of the business enterprise,"1 Drucker has stated. 
The objectives or Pach manager should be defined in terms or 
hie contribution to the goals or all areas or the organiza- 
tion. This thought is presented to permeate the philosophy 
or defining individual objectives or goals 1n terms or the 
over-all goals or the business. 
Criticisms or the conventional appraisal programs have 
been mounting in r~oent years. This has result~d in an in- 
creasing trend toward administering appraisal programs on the 
basis or an employee's performance in r~lat1on to certain 
stated goals. This goals-oriented type or appraisal can take 
any number or forms, however, the basic aim or each form or 
appraisal program 1a to insure a high degree or objectivity 
and consistency in rating employee perfonnance. w~ will con- 
centrate our attention on several of the various forms which 
have been presented by such authors as Rens1s Likert and 
Douglas McGregor. We will then look at a program used by the 
General Electric Company which is based upon assumptions which 
are consistent with the philosoph1 prP.eP.nted by Druck~r. 
1 P~t~r P. Druck~r, Th~ Pr8otieP of M8n8~~mP.nt, Harp~r and Broth~rs Publ1sh~rs, N~w York, 1951f; p. 1 6. 
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Douglas McGregor's plan. 
McOr~gor has suggPst~d a program which begins with thP 
employe~ drawing up a clear statem~nt of his responsibilities, 
and how these r~sponsibilities work in actual practlc~. This 
statement ls not a Job drscriptlon but a stat~m~nt of thP. 
major job duties by the subordlnat~. AftPr this stat~ment ts 
complet~d, the subordinat~ and sup~rv1sor meet to discuss th~ 
draft and modify 1t until 1t is agr~eablE to both that it is 
adequate. 
The subordinate will th~n ~stablish goals to attain, 
usually for a period of six months. This is a stat~m~nt or 
specific action which hP plans to take with ref~rPnce to th~ 
goals he has ~stablished. Wh~n this stat~ment is completPd 
thE' superior and subord tna te again discuss it and make any 
modifications that arP necessary until both agree upon it. 
At thP ~nd of th~ six month period, or whatever t1m~ 
period has be~n establish~d, the subordinate. appraises his 
performance. in refPrence to th~ goals which havP been eet for 
that period. Any information which h~ presents to the 
superior should be substantiated as much as is possible by 
factual data. During thP int~rvi~w th~ eup~r1or and sub- 
ordinate t oge the r- Pxam1n~ thP subord!nat,. 'e appraisal or his 
pP.rformance and th~n, if n~c~asary, r~set eny goals that hevP. 
not been attainPd and also n~w goale for th~ subord1net~ to 
strive to stt81n in thP nPxt six month pPr1od. 
At any time during this process the superior has the 
authority to exercise any veto power that he reels necessary1 
this being in accordance with the hierarchical naturP. or 
organization in business. However. according to McGregor, 
"In practice he rarely needs to ~xercise it. Most subordinates 
tend to und~r~st1mate both their potentialities and thPir 
achievemP.nts."2 He feels that subordinates normally have a 
desire to please their boss and are willing to adjust their 
goals if the superior feels that it would be more exp~dient 
to do so. A much more common problem which would result would 
be to resist the subordinate's tendency to want the superior 
to formulate the goals for him. 
'!'his plan has chang~d the appraisal program from one or 
appraisal to one or analysis. Analysis in the e~ne~ or P.x- 
am1ning a subord1nate's p~rformance for both his weakness~s 
and strengthe. The basic difference or this plan and a con- 
ventional plan is that the subordinate is examining his own 
performance to a gr~ater extent rather than the superior 
attempting to make judgments. 
'!'his plan rests on the assumption that the subordinate 
is able to determine his own weakness~s, strengths, and po- 
tentials better than any other individual. Th~ conv~ntional 
plan assumes that th~ superior is the best qualified 
2 McGregor, p. 91. 
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individual to make judgments on a subordinate's qua11tiPs. 
McGregor argues that no m~thods ar~ ava1lablP to a superior 
that can provide him with sufficient knowledge and informa- 
tion to quallfy him to makP sound decisions concerning a 
subordinate's WPakn~sses, strengths, and potrnt1als. HP 
states that, "Ratings, aptitud~ and pPrsonality t~sts, and 
the sup~rior's necessarily limited knowlrdge of th~ man's 
performance y1Pld at best an imperfPct picturP. Ev~n thP 
most rxtensive psychological couns~ling ••• would not solve 
th~ probl~m b~causp thP product or counseling is selr-1ns1ght 
on thP part of th~ counsPlPP."3 
ThP supPrior's proper rol~ in this plan is to h~lp the 
subord1nat~ relatP hts goals and managPmPnt devPlopmPnt to 
the goals and nPeds of th~ organt~ation. Subord1natPs will 
accept this help becaus~ thP rewards in th~ way or promotion, 
status, and tncomP depPnd on hts contribution to thP organi- 
zation and to what extent his performancP satisfi~s the 
organizational objPctives. The subordinate should also be 
awa~ that his supP.rior can bettPr corr~late his goals with 
those or th~ organization and can hPlp h1m tPst thP soundn~es 
or his goals and thP stPps h~ plans to tskP. to attsin th~m. 
In this rolP thP. supPr1or nPPd not becom~ a judgP. or the 
subord1natP'B pPrformancP. ThP. participation or both superior 
3 Ibid., p. 92. 
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and subordinate is a nec~asary part or this apprai~al plan. 
The superior is in a position to utilize his knowledge or 
the organization to advise and counsel the subordinate about 
his potentialities, while the subordinate assumes a positive 
role by examining his own record of performance and drawing 
conclusions concerning his dev~lopment. 
The emphasis of this plan ls on performance rather than 
personality. When a superior is required to be thP. judge of 
a subordinate'e performance, many times that subordinat~'s 
personality will have mor~ of an effect on the superior's 
decision than the subord1nate's performance. With the plan 
proposed by McGregor, there is less tendency to rate a sub- 
ordinate on his personality. This !a due to the situation 
that will find the superior 1n a position of counseling rather 
than cr1t1c1z1ng or judging the subordinate. This counseling 
will not require an examination or an employee's personality 
traits. 
It would appear that this particular plan is attPmptlng 
to eliminate any judgment on the part or the superior. Thia 
la not the case. 'nils plan does not intend to eliminate 
problems or wage and salary administration and or promotions. 
It does intend to cause managP.rs to recognize thP. problPm 
inherent in conventional programs which have be~n discuss~d. 
Also, the plan do~s not 1ntP.nd to insinuate that, if it is 
adopted, it will automatically solv~ the probl~me or manag~rial 
skill. This ls rP.quired regardless or the appraisal methods 
used. 
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Rens1s L1kert's plsn. 
Rens1s L1kert, through research at the Institute or 
Social Research at the University ot Michigan, has proposed 
an employee perronnance appraisal program which ls, he be- 
lieves, an improvement or the conventional appraisal plan. 
Thia new program ls similar, in many aspects, to th~ plan 
proposed by McGregor which has been discussed. Likert has 
based his ideas on what he suggests ls a "modified th~ory or 
management." This theory has be~n obtained by combining 
methods and principles of management used by managers who 
have gottP.n the bPst pPrrormance in industry and government. 
C~rta1n assumptions concPrning human variablPs have been 
stated by L1kert. These assumptions are briefly &Pt forth in 
the following statements: 
1. The quality or superior-subordinate rPlation- 
ships exerts a major influenc~ on the behavior 
of subordinates and on all aspects of the 
organization's op~ration. 
2. The relationship between the superior and his sub- ordinates which results in the best perrormane~ is 
supportive in nature and contributes to thP. sub- 
ord1nate's sense or personal worth and importance. 
3. Subordinates seem to react unfavorably, at l~ast 
in our society, to negativP. evaluations by thP1r superior •••• 
• • • 
4. People ee~m most willing and emotionally able to 
accept, and to examine in a nondefensive mann~r, infonnat1on about themselves and their behavior, including their inadequacies, when !tis in th~ form of objective evidence •••• 
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5. People tend to respond positively to information 
suggesting potential improvements in their be- 
havior when this infonnation is conveyed in th~ 
friendly, supportive atmosphere or a small, well- established group in which they reel secure. 
6. People s~ek to learn new and more erfect1v~ ways of behaving only when they, themselves, recog- 
nize the inadequacies in their prP.sent behavior. 
7. The extent or the individual's desire to learn better ways or behaving depends on how important 
he reels the situation is to him. The more im- portant hP. feels the situation is, the greater 
ls his motivation to learn. 
a. When an individual is motivated to improve and 
modify his behavior, it is essential that he receive prompt, accurat~ reports on the ade- 
quacy or hie efforts. 
9. Muoh or the learning n~eded ror managerial de- velopment must occur at the intellPctual, emo- 
tional, attitudinal, and b~havloral levels. Learning acquired at any one level la ineffective 
unless accompanied by corresponding changes in 
bPhavior at th~ other levels. 
10. Persons in hierarchical organizations generally recognize the power or the hierarchy and try to 
evoke favorable reactions from superiors who 
have influence in this hierarchy. 
11. Participation in decisions in the small work group under the leadership or a superior skill~d 
in the process is a particularly powerful method 
or training and achieving change.4 
These assumptions will serve no purpose to appraisal pro- 
grams it it ls not possible to measure the human variables 
which arreot an organization's performance. However, to serve 
as an improvement over conventional programs, the measu~~nt 
4 Rens1s Likert, "Motivational Approach to ManagemPnt 
Development," Harvard Business Review, July-August, 1959, 
pp. 76-77. 
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of these variables must be as objective as is possible. 
L1kert suggests that objective measurements can be accomplished 
by utilizing the methods of social science researchers. It is 
his opinion that measurements made through the use of methods 
by social science researchers are accurate enough to enable 
a superior and subord1nat~ to reach an agreement on the per- 
tonnance capacity of an individual, and further, or the 
organization. He contends that the greatest dang~r or employ- 
ing measurements or this type is that managers will under- 
est!mste the necessary skill in administering an appraisal 
program basPd upon the prec~ding assumptions. An objectiv~ 
measurement or these human variables is a most complex assign- 
ment, one which would require skill in the social science 
field. 
The measurement of human variablPs along with thP 
standard measurement or data on costs, production, turnovPr, 
etc., has provided the foundation on which to build a n~w 
approach to performancP appraisal. The approach which Likert 
has suggested attempts to utilize these meaeurem~nts. The 
basic steps or this program are outlined as follows: 
1. Working with his subordinat~s as a team, each manager sets objectives ror th~ next period 
ahP.ad. 
2. The manag~r and his superior review the plans and objectives set by the manager and his work 
group. 
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3. At the end or each period for which plans and 
goals have been established, results are reported 
on all of the variablf!Bmeasured. 
4. Each manager studies the results or his operation 
and evaluates his leadership and perrormanoe. 
5. At the same time that results or the previous 
period are being reviewed, objectives and plans 
are drawn ror the period ahead. 
6. The complete cycle Just described is carried out 
continuously so that each manager will have a 
constant flow or information coming to him about 
his operation and behavior.~ 
The objectives which the sup~rior and subordinate mutually 
agree upon are or two kinds: 1. Those objectives which are 
established for short time periods, six months, nine months 
or whatever time period ls consistent with the organization's 
period for setting goals. 2. Thos~ objectives which are 
established for a longer time period. The objectives which 
are set as long range goals should be evaluatPd and analyzed 
at the end or each shorter period. At this time it would b~ 
decided whether the objectives should be readjusted, and if 
so. to what extent. 
Goals and objectives would be defined in terms or the 
variables which were previously listed. The superior and 
subordinate also formulate the procedures to be employed to 
attain these objectives and also specify the measurements 
required to evaluate how well each objective has been attained 
5 Ibid., pp. 8~-81. 
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and how well the procedures were followed. 
As is th~ case with most new P.nd~avors, the plan will 
not function perfectly due to a lack or practical knowledge. 
This is especially true when one is dealing with the human 
taotor in an organization. Likert states that managers are 
apt to discov~r a lack or objective measuremP.nt for certain 
variables which they may wish to appraise. H~ sugg~sta that 
in this situation a manager obtain judgments from several 
persons whose competence and objectivity hav~ b~en proven 
by past performance in the organization. H~ asserts that 
this group method of obtaining judgments is sup~rior to 
appraisals made by one manager. 
One or the essential differences between McGregor's 
approach to appraisal and that or Likert's is thP. latter's 
~mphasis on group procedures. In the second step or his plan 
L1kert suggests that the superior and all the managers who 
report to him review the obj~ctives as a group as opposed to 
McGregor's plan in which the review process is carried out 
privately between the superior and the subordinate. The 
argument tor the group procedure is that the obJect1ves can 
be better correlated both as a unit and in relation to the 
objectives or the organization. 
Th~ results which have been appraised for the period 
should be reported for thP, entire operation und~r ~ach manager. 
Each manager should also r~ce1ve information concP-rn1ng th~ 
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performance ofcomparable units throughout the organization. 
In this way each manager can appraise his own performance 
and that or the operations for which he ls responsible in 
comparison with the performance of other managers and thP.ir 
units of operation. This procedure of comparing results 
within the organization should serve to provide each managPr 
with incentive to strive to improve his area of r~spons1- 
b1lity. This factor Will provide the general ~ffPCt Of 
improving the organization's total perfonnance. 
At the end of each pP-riod the managP.r, after having 
evaluated the results of the period, should mPet with his 
subordinates and review the data as a group. In this review 
the group should consider how successful they wer~ in attain- 
ing the objectives of the period, what objectives they failed 
to attain and why they railPd to attain them, which objectives 
contribut~d the most to success or the unit and which one the 
least, and what objectives should be established or reviBPd 
for the coming period. After having thoroughly reviewed the 
results with his subordinates, each manager should mP.et with 
his superior and report his unit's evaluation of the results. 
This level of review should also b~ conducted as a group 
session with all managers reporting to the same superior. 
This group proc~dure facilitates each managP.r 1n that he will 
benefit from the ideas, problems, and exper1~nc~ of the other 
managers. 
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During the course or the review proc~dures, new ob- 
jectives as well as modified ones should be formulated. 
These objectives should be d~tennined b1 th~ results or th~ 
past period. They must be established with the aim or 
Utilizing all Of the data Which has b~en gathered from thP 
past period. Llkert has emphasized thP group process of 
reviewing results and establishing objectives; however he 
does not eliminate the possibility or individual sessions 
between subordinate and manager, and manager and superior. 
He does, in fact, encourage both individual and group 
sessions in the process of performance appraisal review. 
An important factor which le inherent in both of the 
plans suggested by McGregor and Likert is the fact that these 
processes must be continued in a crol~. Th~ basic reeson for 
this continuous nature or th~ programs is to provide a con- 
stant flow or information for the managP-r. In this mannP.r 
the basic functions or management can be b~tter carr1Pd out 
to increase the entire efficiency of th~ organization. 
By Likert's own admission, this plan is br no m~ans a 
complete product. "It nP.eds experi~nce, testing, and refine- 
ment."6 He feels that this program is an 1mprov~ment over 
the conventional appraisal programs which are 1n wid~sp~ad 
use at the present time. Furthermore, th~ procP.dur~e that 
6 Ibid., p. 82. 
these conventional plans utilize seem to be inconsistPnt with 
the procedures that the management or the companies with the 
best record of performance in the nation at the present time 
are using. Also, it is concluded that if the methods of 
this new plan are used effectively by a well-managed company, 
that company should realize better results both financially 
and in the utilization of its personnel. 
The Appraisal Plan at General 
Electric Company 
The plans just described are similar in many aspects to 
the new performance appraisal program which is currPntly being 
used by the General Electric Company. This company has con- 
ducted a scientific study to test the pffectivPnPas of their 
conventional performance appraisal program. The r£·ason for 
this study was that through thPir ~xpPri~nce with appraisal 
programs they had discovered both positive and negative re- 
sults. This study placed P.mphasis upon thP appraisal inter- 
view betwPen the superior and the eubordinatP. Among the 
results which they found were the followingi 
1. Cr1t1e1am has a negative effect on achievement 
or goals. 
2. Praise has little effect one way or the other. 
3. Performance improves most wh~n specific goals 
are established. 
4. DP.fens1veness rPsulting from critical appraisal producPs inferior p~rformanc~. 
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5. Coaching should be a day-to-day, not a once- a-yPar, activity. 
6. Mutual goal setting, not criticism, improves performancP, 
1. Interviews designed primarily to improve a man's performance should not at the same time weigh his salary or promotion in th~ balance. 
8. Participation by the employee in the goal-sPtting 
procedure hPlps produce favorable rPsults.7 
Method£! conducting studl• 
This study was conducted in onP. or a~neral Electric'R 
larger plants wh~re the appraisal program was consid~red 
good. This annual appraisal program had two primary purposPa, 
one bPing to justify salary adjustmP.nts, th~ other being to 
provide the superior an opportunity to review the subordinate's 
performance end to Off~r Suggestions for imprOVPMP.nts, The 
superior was expected to establish objP.ctiv~s ror the sub- 
ordinate to attain to enhance his opportunity for improv~m~nt 
and promotion. 
Previous experiencP. had 1ndicetP.d that the appraisal 
interview between superior and subordinate had pr~dominantly 
concerned salary adjustments. This subjPct l~rt both par- 
ticipants in no mood to discuss ideas about performance 
improvement. Due to this reason manag~re w~r~ askPd to epl1t 
7 H. H. MeyPr, E. Kaf., J. R. P. French Jr., "Split Rol~a in P~rrormance Appraisal,' Harvard Bus1n~ss RP-view, Jan-Feb., 1965, p. 124. 
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the interview into two sessions, the first concerning p~r- 
rormance improvement, the other concerning salary adjustm~nt. 
This split allowed the researchers to better measure the 
effects of participation in goal setting. 
Half or the manag~rs in the study were instructed to ask 
his appraisee to establish his own goals and to allow him to 
exercise as much influence as possible in the final list or 
objectives. The oth~r half or the managers w~re instruct~d 
to establish objectives ror the apprais~e and to exercise 
more influence than the appraisee in determining the final 
list or objectives. 
Questionnaires were sent to the 92 appraisees in the 
study, which included engineers, foremen, technicians, and 
staff specialists in finance, manufacturing, customPr service, 
marketing, and purchasing functions. The group was asked to 
complete the questionnaires both before and after the salary 
adjustment interview and after the second interview concern- 
ing performance improvement. The objectivPs of the question- 
naire was to evaluate th~ changes in attitude of the 
appraisees toward their managers and the appraisal program 
after each or the aees1ons; to est1matP. the participation 
level that the appraisee usually attained when discussing 
decisions that affected him; and to obtain a s~lf-appra1sal 
from each appraisee before and after he m~t with his superior. 
Each 1nterviPW session was obsPrvPd by graduatP students 
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1n applied psychological d1scipl1nPs to r~cord the procPed- 
1ngs. Some of the data that these observers recordP.d in the 
salary adJustm~nt 1nterv1r.w concernr.d the amount of criticism 
and praise used by thP rnanagfr, as well as th€ apprs1sP.~'s 
reactions. Th~ observers record~d the amount or appra1see 
participation and influence exercisPd in determining his ob- 
jectives in the p~rformance improv~ment session. 
It was found that the managers, on the averagP, praised 
the subordinates concerning general performance character- 
istics and criticized thPm on specific performance character- 
istics. Statistics showed that the manag~rs praised the 
subordinates more than criticizing them1 however subordinates 
reacted gP-nerally def~nsivP.ly to criticisms by the manager. 
The degree or a subordinate'e d~fens1ve reaction was in a 
direct relationship with the amount or criticism he recPivPd 
from the manager. 
The authors explained this defensive reaction by the 
eubordinate's tendency to ov~rrate his own perfonnance. The 
majority or the study group after the performance appraisal 
session felt that their manager had rated thP1r job low~r 
than they had rated their Job. This feeling resulted 1n the 
defensive attitude tak~n by the majority of the subordinates 
during the interv!Pw. 
Conclusions drawn !..!:2!!!. studi. 
An important discovery ot this study rev~aled that those 
subordinates who received an above-average number or crlt1- 
oisms during the 1nterviP.w showed less improvement in the 
next period than those who receiv~d below-average criticism 
during th~ interview. Further investigation revealed that 
this result or the study was an objective and valid conclu- 
sion. Furthennore, this phenomena was more prevalent with 
subordinates who had less confidence in their ability to 
perform satisfactorily on his job than others who had that 
confidence. 
Another conclusion was drawn from the study concerning 
the eff~cts or criticism on the subordinate about a par- 
ticular phase of his performance. It was found during thP. 
follow~up investigation that th~ arPas or performance which 
the manager most criticized showed less or an improv~m~nt 
than was attained in other aspects of the eubordinate•s per- 
formance. 
It was round that th~ group that was allow~d a high 
participation level during the performance interview generally 
attained a higher percentage or their objectives than did the 
group which was allowed a low participation lev~l during the 
performance interview. However, it was also discovered that 
subordinates who were accustomed to a low participation level 
1n their job did not necessarily pP-rform bettP-r when allowPd 
the high participation level, and, in fact, the subordinatPB 
who had been accustomed to receiving a high degree of criticism 
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perform~d bettP.r wh~n their manag~rs ~stablished the ob- 
jectiv~s rather than when th~y ~stablish~d the objectives. 
It was gFnPrally concluded that subordinates who have been 
accustomed to a high lev~l of participation usually p~rform 
better when they establish their own obj~ctiV€B and sub- 
ordinates who are accustomed to a low participation l€v~l 
usually perform better when their manag~r establishes the 
objectives. 
The important part of the objective s~tting proc(ss was 
not the participation level of th~ subordinat~, although this 
did have som~ effect on the improved performance of th~ sub- 
ordinate, but the fact that object1v~s were establish~d. 
Frequently, wh~n managers suggested areas of improv~ment, 
these suggestions werP. changed into goals for the subord1nat~, 
although this was the situation in only a little b~tter than 
half or the cases. However, it was also found that thos~ 
subordinates who did translate the manager's suggestions into 
objectives had a 65 percent achievem~nt rate of those per- 
formance it~ms while those that did not translate th~ sug- 
g~stions of the manager into objPct1ves had only a ~7 pPrc€nt 
8ChieVPment rat~ Of those p~rformancP items. This SP.~m~d to 
lead to the conclusion that establishing specific objectives 
would better ensure that attPntion would bP. focused on that 
particular a~a of Job performance. 
From this study of their pPrformance appraisal program 
it was decided that some form of discussion involving goal 
setting and review was a better plan than the conventional 
annual appraisal program. Many managers throughout General 
Electric adopted some form of the new "Work-Plann1ng-and- 
Review" (WP & R) program which evolved from this study or 
performance appraisal. The form of this program is similar 
to the plans that were discussed earlier in this chapter. 
Briefly, the WP & R plan calls for meetings between superior 
and subordinate on a periodic basis to discuss past per- 
fonnance of the subordinate, solve Job-related problems, and 
establish new goals for the future. 
The new program differs from the conventional program in 
several ways. One being that salary adjustment discussions 
are held s~parately from the performance appraisal discussions. 
The discussions between the superior and subordinate. occur 
more frequently than was the situation with the conventional 
program. Also, there are no summary judgments or ratings 
made and the emphasis of the interviews is on the establish- 
ment or objectives and solving or problems by the superior 
and the subordinate. 
About half of the key managers in the General Electric 
plant decided to adopt the new appraisal program after having 
been informed of the results of the study which had been con- 
ducted. The. other half dPcid~d to continue with th~ annual 
appraisal program and attempt to make it more effective. Thia 
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d1v1s1on of manag~rs prov1dPd a basis for a comparison or 
the two programs. Comparison was made on the objectives which 
were normally us~d ror thP convAntlonal program. 
The comparison was made ror a one year tlmP pP.rlod and 
the results or the comparison decidPdly ravorPd the n~w 
WP & R approach. Th~ basis for thP conclusions mad~ con- 
cerning the nP.w program was a qu~st1onna1re which was com- 
plet~d by th~ affPcted employPPS both before th~ institution 
of the WP & R approach and onP year after it had bPPn in 
effect. The attitudes of this group had changP.d favorably 
in relation to: 
••• amount or help th~ managP.r was giving 
th~m in improving p~rformanc~ on the job; 
••• degr~e to which the man!ger was rec~ptivP to new ideas and suggPstlons; 
••• ability or the manag~r to plan; 
••• extent to which th~y felt thP goals they w~re shooting for were what thP.y should 
be; 
••• extPnt to which th~y receivPd help from 
the manager in planning for futur~ job oppor- 
tunlti~SJ 
••• value of the perrormancP discussions they 
had with their rnanag~rs.~ 
The WP & R approach has grnPrally be~n accepted 
as a better means to improv~ employe~ pprrormance than 
8 Ibld., p. 128. 
the conventional appraisal program. It was also found from 
the study that subordinates und~r the nPW plan w~re morP 
likely to take specific actions to improve their performance 
than were the subordinates under the conventional appraisal 
program. It seems that performance appraisal programs which 
are similar to th~ typP. that McGr~gor and Lik~rt have sug- 
gested are proving to be mor~ eff~ctive in acoompl1sh1ng 
their objectives than the conventional appraisal programs 
being usP.d widely at the present time. 
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SUMMARY 
P('>ter DruckP.r's "management; by objectives" concept 
has prov1d~d the basis on which current authors have built 
their solutions to thP criticisms of conventional appraisal 
plans. A trend toward administering appraisal programs on 
the basis of an employeP's pPrformance in relation to cer- 
tain stated goals has developFd as a result or these authors' 
writings. Such authors as Douglas McGregor and Rens1s Likert 
have presented forms of a goals-oriented type or appraisal 
plan that are typical examples of the programs that are pene- 
trating company philosophy at the present time. 
Douglas McGregor has suggested an appraisal plan that 
is one of analysis rather than appraisal. The Pmploy~e is 
given much more freedom to select his own goals and to dis- 
cuss them with th~ supPrior. The subordinatP has a greater 
responsibility to determine his own weaknesses, strPngths, 
and potentials than with a conventional program. Th~ 
superior's role in this plan ls to help the subordinate relate 
his goals and management dPvelopment to the goals and needs 
or the organization. 
Rensis LikP.rt has pres~nted a plan which is similar to 
McGregor's appraisal plan but with s~veral differences in 
procedure. L1k~rt reconnnPnds the us~ of methods or mPasur~- 
ments or social science res~arch~re to attain an obj~ctivP 
evaluation of c~rtain human variables. HP also str~sePs th~ 
use or group procedures to PValuatP. an employ~P- and ~mphasiz~s 
the fact that the appraisal procPss must bP continuously con- 
ducted in a cycle 1n order to b~ errective. 
The o~neral Electric Company conductPd a study or thPir 
appraisal program for thP. purpose or determining its efrPc- 
tiven~SS0 Th~ results or the study point~d out that certain 
aspects or the program w~re 1neffectiv~. Th~se facts w~r~ 
similar to the criticisms which authors have madP against 
conventional appraisal programs. 
The study was primarily concerned with thP appraisal 
interview. It r~vealed that thosP subordinates who received 
an above-average amount or criticism during the interview 
showPd less improvemP.nt than those who rPceiv~d below-av~rage 
criticism during the interview. Also, the study rev~al~d 
that there was a correlation between the amount or participa- 
tion by the employee during the interview and his subsequ~nt 
performanc~ on the Job. 
CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION AND PROMOTION DATA RRCEIVED 
FROM ORIGINAL SURVEY 
MPthod of Conductin~ thP. SurvPy 
As was ind1catPd in Chapter I, a QUPBtionnairP was sent 
to 27~ cempanies throughout thP nation. ThesP companiP.s were 
s~l~ct~d from th~ various industry listings which appParPd in 
th~ Sprin~, 1965 Pdition of Moody's Handbook of WidPly H~ld 
Common Stocks. RPasoning for thP ueP. of thie publication as 
the source for thP companiPs to bP eurv~yed was bas~d on the 
assumption that a representative sample of the nation's veet 
industry could be adequately acquired from this sourcP.. This 
source did not limit thP survey to thP largest companies, in 
terms of sales, but also included smaller compsn1Ps es well 
as representation of forty-two general industries in the 
nation. A list of the companies and the various industries 
surv~yed appears in AppPndix B. 
RPturn replies to the questionnaire totaled 134. Of thie 
figure six replies stated their refusal to complete thP 
quest1onnairE" due to various and sundry reasons. One ques- 
tionnaire was returned with onP page missing and was thP.?'E'for~ 
invalid. This lPft a net rPturn of 47 per cFnt. Overall, the 
rPBponding companies did not answer any onP question on th~ 
Questionnaire one hundred pPr cent. ThP. first five qu~st1ons 
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6? 
received the highPSt perc~ntage of N"SponsP.. In thP rPmainder 
or this chapter this author will deal with the quPst1ons indi- 
vidually, presPnting various statistics on ~ach as WPll as 
comments pertaining to each question which appeared on thP 
questionnaire. A quotation that is idPnt1r1~d with a par- 
ticular company will appear only with thP stated pPrmlssion 
of thP individual who was responsible for making that spPc1r1e 
statemPnt. 
Purpos~ of the Quest1onnai~ 
The purpos~ of this questionnaire was to attempt to 
determin~ the opinion or thP compani~s surveyed concerning 
the need or parall@1 evaluation and promotion programs, or 
dual-ladder programs as some of the respondents rPferrP.d to 
them. Further, 1t was aimed at the specific evaluation and 
promotion programs of each company, and the rPepondent's 
opinion on improved methods or each. CommP.nts WP.re solicited 
to gain further insight into the opinions concerning this 
type or a program. 
The form of the questionnaire used "parall~l promotion 
programs" to indicatP. equal lines Of promotion bPtw~en line 
and staff personnel. However, thP prPdominant reply on the 
r~turned qu~stionnaires r~fPrrPd to evaluation methods as 
opposed to promotion mP.thods. Promotion, by nature, rPlies 
to a great ext~nt upon €Valuation or the Pmploy~e concPrned. 
It is this rationalirat1on that leads this author to discuss 
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dual-ladder or parallel evaluation m~thods to a much greater 
extent than the actual promotional lines which are established 
as a result of this method of evaluation. It is with the 
evaluation methods that companies w~re most conc~rn~d and 
comments seemed to indicate that it is the mPthod of evalua- 
tion, and not necessarily promotion, that establishes equality 
between line and staff positions. 
RP.sults of thP Questionnaire 
Summary of perc~ntage response 
Table I has been developed in an attempt to portray the 
response to the questionnaire. This tablP presents, in per- 
centage figures, the total response to each qu~stion and the 
positive and negative answers to each question. A copy of 
the questionnaire appears in Appendix A. Questions that did 
not require a positive or n~gative reply are purpos~ly ex- 
cluded from the table and will be explained in the ensuing 
text. 
Results of the survey concerning question one show that 
a large majority of the companies do have an established 
policy for evaluation of line executives and staff special- 
ists. Almost 95 per cent of these companies indicatPd their 
evaluation policy was th~ sam~ for both linP and staff Pm- 
ployePs. This particular r~sponse seems to indicate that 
no differentiation ls made in most companies bP.tween line 
and staff P.mployP~s concPrning th~ basis on which thPy are 
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TABLE I 
RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE 
Question Id~ntity Total Pos!t!v~ N~gativP 
Evaluation policy for 
linP. PX~cut1VPB 
staff specialists 
Same policy for both 
Better method of evaluation 
85.8 81.7 18.3 85.8 81.7 18.3 
70.9 94.4 5.6 
73.2 3J.l 69.9 
82.7 72.4 '?7.6 82.7 72.4 27.6 
61.4 92.2 7.8 
82.5 15.4 84.6 
84.3 15.9 84.1 
39.3 20.0 80. 0 
11.8 66.7 33.3 
Promotion policy for 
lin~ f>XPCUtiVPB 
staff spPcialists 
Same policy for both 
Transfer to line necessary to 
attain goals 
NPed for program to PnhancP 
spP-cialist promotion 
Company consideration of 
parallel program 
Parallel program still under 
active consideration 
Source: Results tabulated from questionnairP. 
P.Valuated. Question three, which pertained to the promotion 
policy of the company for 11nP and staff PmployPee, rPcPived 
a similar ~sponse as question one although not quite as 
strong. Nevertheless, 92 per c~nt of thP rPsponses indi- 
cated that the promotion policy or thPir company was the 
same for both line. and staff emp'l oyee s , 
ThP. primary objP.ctive or questions four and fivF was 
to d~termine the need for any typP. of a dual-ladder or 
parallel promotion program for staff sp~c1alists. The re- 
spons~ indicated that a large majority of the compan1P.B felt 
there was no need for such a program pertaining to staff 
specialists. An almost identical p~rcFntage felt that it 
was not necessary for a staff specialist to transfer to a 
line position to attain his goals in r~fer¥"nce to income, 
pr~stige, and status, or that there was a need for a program 
to enhance a staff specialist's opportunity for promotion 
within his specialty. 
A larg~ proportion of companies indicated that they had 
never considered the adoption of a parallel promotion for 
their line and staff employees. This rP.sponse could be the 
r~sult of several situations concerning the companiPB' posi- 
tion on ~valuation and promotion programs. This w111 be dis- 
cussed in furthPr dPta11 later in this chapter. 
ComEanz Pvaluation policiPs. 
As indicated by the table, 81.7 per cent of th~ compani~a 
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that responded to the questionnaire indicated that they had 
an established policy for evaluation or line executives and 
starr specialists. One respondent indicatPd that his company 
had: 
Policies or (1) job evaluation for determina- tion or salary range, (2) performance evaluation 
for salary incrPments, and (3) performance 
evaluation for dP.velopment and promotability 
apply to both line and starr. 
The preceding statement is typical of thP. primary purposes 
for which companies utilizP. performancP Pvaluation. Most 
companies have some established policy for evaluation which 
applies to both line and staff for the purposes of determining 
the salary or an individual, determining the degree or 
development, and detenn1ning the promotability or an indi- 
vidual. Although the general consensus 1ndicatPd an 
established policy pertaining to both line and staff, there 
was some difference indicated about the composition or the 
policy and the factors which were used to evaluate line and 
staff employees. One firm stated that they utilizPd the: 
same policy for line and staff, but the 
factors taken into account in arriving 
at wvaluations are different 
Returned information failed to expand on the company 
policy and the different factors which are usPd for evalua- 
tion or starr sp~c1alists. The quP.stionnaire indicated that 
th~re was a differPnc~, but that difference was not detailPd. 
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However, the mPnt1on of a diffPrencP. of factors us?d to 
evaluate linP. and staff employP~s 1nd1catPS to some extent 
the need for a s~parate or parallel evaluation systPm for line 
and staff employees. Management does recognizP the diffPr@nce 
in the typP of functions which staff performs and thus 
realiz~s that a separate set of evaluation factors should be 
used to fairly appraisP staff employees' performancP. This 
does not, however, mak~ provisions for a parallel route of 
promotion for a staff spPcialist within his spPcialty. It 
does guarantee that a staff sp~c1alist will be considered 
equally for promotion, bP it to a line position or to anothPr 
staff position. 
A number of compani~s stat~d that their evaluation pro- 
gram was bas~d upon performance of thP individual. As onP 
company repliedz 
Performance ls, after all, performanc~-- line or staff--and should be evaluated on 
the basis or the Job content and how th~ job is donP-. The job ought to b~ fully 
described, evaluated in its r~lat1onsh1p 
to its importance in the organization and paid on the basis or how well it is being done. 
Another statP.d that: 
our ~valuation program is very much results oriented. 
These two statemPnte 1nd1cat~ th~ trend which pres~nt 
evaluation programs are following. The programs are being 
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based to a greater extent on thP performance and the results 
that an individual produces rather than some or the more 
personal characteristics of the employee. This is as 
evaluation should be, administered on as an objPctive basis 
as can be attained. Objective evaluation or both lin~ and 
staff employees has bP.en championed by the authors cited 
earlier in this thesis and is being administered by th~ com- 
panies that realize its value. 
Eighteen and threP tenths per crnt of the repli~s to 
question number one indicat~d their company did not have a 
formal policy ror evaluation. One company stated: 
We have no formal Pvaluation program. 
Rates for specific jobs are determined 
by comparison of one to another in an 
informal manner. This being true, I think you could say that the same policy exists for both line and staff employees. 
This statement is indicative or the smaller companies sur- 
veyed which have no formal policies to servP as guidelines. 
The evaluation and promotion or employees is administered on 
a much mor~ informal basis than that or large corporations. 
The relative size of the company makes this proc~dure reasibl~. 
Another reply gave a negative opinion on formal Pvalua- 
tion programs by stating: 
We have no such program. Each individual is promotPd and compensat~d on th~ basis 
of mPrit. An established policy would destroy thP. t~am attitude that now pr~vails. 
ThPre are P.Xc~ptional p~oplP in both lin~ 
and start functions. There are more or these 
in the line runotions than in atarr. but posi- tions are considered tor their importance to the company and thereby rewardPd. 
It seems that the preceding r~ply was thP ~sult or a 
misinterpretation of th~ question, e ronnal policy bP1ng 
undPrstood to mPen an inflexiblP proc~dur~ for ~valuating and 
promoting 11n~ and sterf Pmplo~es, whieh is not thP 1nt~n- 
tion of thP QU~Stion. ThP 8UggPSt1on Of 8 mPrit Syst~m Of 
evaluation end promotion 1nd1eat~s that th1e particular 
company do~s have a typP or formal program with which thP 
inquiry on thP quPst1onna1rP was concPrn~d. 
Company promotion po11c1~s. 
Clos~ly paralleling thP question concPrning Pvaluat1on 
policies of the companies was th~ qu~stion concPrning promo- 
tion polici~s of the companies. The primary objPctiv~ of 
this particular question was to discover any d1spar1ti~s b~- 
tween the promotion policy for line executives and staff 
apecial1ets or th~ compani~s. Results showed that 72.4 per 
cent of the responding companies had an established policy 
of promotion for both line and staff PmployPPS while 92.2 per 
cent indicated their policy was th~ eamP for both line and 
staff employees. 
RPplies to this question strongly 1nd1e8t~d that the 
emphasis is on th~ evaluation of en individual's p~rformanc~, 
the results or his work, and his p~rsonal qualifications for 
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promotion,rather than emphasizing the. actual promotion policy. 
Results showed that the. essence or promotion is evaluation 
and that it ls the. evaluation method and procedu?'f' which 
should receive as much consideration for parallel mPthods as 
the promotion mPthod. OnP cannot bP separated from the other 
on an objective basis and consequently each should r~cP1ve 
equal attPnt1on with rPfe?'f"nce to parallel mP-thods of ad- 
ministering each program. 
One company 1ndicatPd that: 
The policy is to consider the qualifica- 
tions and potPntial or all staff and line 
personnel in filling vacancies in Pither function, with the objective enabling and 
encouraging each onP. to rise as high ash~ 
can in the organization. 
Another stated that: 
Line executives and staff specialists are 
promoted on the basis of outstanding 
ability and need for a new position or a 
replacement of the p~rson who has retired 
or has bP.en promoted. 
Still another company replied that their promotion policy ls: 
• • • based on merit and potential. 
They went on to say that there is: 
• • • no diffe.rPnce in linP and sterr 
ThesP statements indicat~ the currPnt philosophy or companies 
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which la predomin8ntl7 that or considering all ~W!lltled 
employees, line or statr, tor promotion to a particular 
position, be it a line or start function. No dltterentia- 
tion is made between line and start employees tor promo- 
tional purposes. This trend ot thought indicetee that the 
need tor a spe~ialist to advance within his specialty is not 
particularly important, either to the company or to the 1nd1- 
v1dWll. This is in oppoeition to the views or eeveral 
authors who reel that it ls important to the company end to 
the individual that a specialist have the opportunity to ad- 
vance within his specialty without sacrificing any personal 
goals he might hold. 
A policy of promotion from within the organization ls 
prevalent in most ot the responding companies. One repl7 
stated& 
Our polic7 is one or promotion from within, 
with emphasis on inter-divisional or de- partmental moves to obtain the best man tor 
the job. 
Another replied& 
We are continually encouraging 1nter- 
divis1on and inter-function transfers and 
promotions. No differentiation has been made between 11ne-starr promotional opportunities. We will consider many candidates tor a particu- 
lar job opportunity with quite different and distinct backgrounds provided that their quali- fications and experience meet the job requirements. 
This statement is typical or the promotional philosophy or 
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present corporations. The replies to the questionnaire indi- 
cated a definite trend towards promotion on the basis of 
m~rit, qualifications, and pot~ntial or an ~mploy~~ whPther 
he be in a line function or a stafr function. This, howPver, 
is a crit~rion of evaluation. The sctual basis on which pro- 
motion or an employee took plac~ was depPndent upon thP needs 
of the organization and the vacancies which were created 1n 
the organization lines. It wae also 1ndicatPd that indi- 
viduals were cons1de~d for promotion to a particular posi- 
tion regardlP.BS Of thP fact that they WPr~ prPSPntly SPrVing 
in a line or staff function. 
One respondent summariZPS the process which takes place 
while considering an individual for promotion. H~ statedt 
Ability and length of sPrvicP have always be~n consid~l"(:)d. Frequ~ntly training is given to cP.rtain executivPs in an allied 
field so that they will have a chance to 
develop abilities and lPadership qualities 
preparatory to their taking chargP of a 
particular department in which their quali- fications and abilities are apparent. 
This statement exemplifies the philosophy and attitude of 
present corporations concerning their promotion of line and 
staff ~mploy~es. 
Int~r-function transfPr. 
An attPmpt to d~term1nP the nPPd for a parallPl promo- 
tion program or a similar program was thP obj~ctivP or ques- 
tion numbP-r four on thP questionnaire. This was an 1nqu111t1on 
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into the necessity tor a atarr specialist to transfP-r to a 
line position to attain hie goals 1n refer~nce to statue, 
income, and prestige. The results of this particular inquiry 
showed that 84.6 per cent of the responding compani~s f~lt 
that it was not necessary ror a staff spPcia11st to transf~r 
to a lin~ position to attain the abovP mPntion~d goals. A 
similar rPsponse was ~cPiVPd in ~ply to thP. inquiry con- 
cerning the ne~d for a bettPr program to Pnhance a starr 
spP.cialist's chancP.s for promotion within his spPcialty. The 
~sult was an 84.1 per cPnt n~gatlve ~sponse. 
While it has beP.n indicatPd that intPr-funct1on transfer 
ls commonplace in compani~s, th~ response shows that this 
ph~nomPna is not rPquirPd of a epPc1a11st to attain hie 
personal goals. It le felt that a staff apPcialist le able 
to satisfy his goals by rPma1n1ng in his spPcialty, although 
this would be dP-pendPnt upon th~ level of an individual's 
aims. Ir an individual cannot fulfill his goals, thPn it 
does not hinder him or his contribution to thP company to 
transfer to a lin~ position. 
Most or the negative opinions ooncerning this particular 
area are represented by the following quotes which aM» teken 
from s~l~ctPd rPturn~d quPst1onnairPs. Th~s~ stAtPmPnts 
1nd1catP th~ rc»servat1ons which somP or thP rPsponding eom- 
paniP.s usPd with thPir rationeli~stion thet it wee not nPc~s- 
sary for a staff spPc1al1st to tr~nsr~r to a ltnP position to 
etta1n e~rtain goals. As on~ rPply rPed: 
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Drive, level or aspiration, end occupational 
goals differ with individuals. While our 
company has a parallel promotion progrem and many staff specialists arP. paid more than 
some managers, it is our reeling that even- tually a point is reached wherP. the contribu- tion of the highest level managers ls g~ater 
than the contribution of the highest lev~l specialists. 
Another replied negatively with the reservation that: 
there cen be only onP presidPnt and onP. chairm8n of the board 
Still anothP.r company fPlt it was n~cPssary for a starr 
specialist to transfer to a linP function: 
only to the point that hP finds thP. top job 
in his specialty fillPd and morP opportunity in a line arP.a 
The implication here is that it is not nec~esary to transfer 
unless extenuating circumstances dictate it. 
From this sample of the replies which attachPd certain 
reservations to thP. reason for the negative answer, it is 
evident that the percente~e pertaining to this quP.stion 1B 
somewhat misleading. In reality, a much higher pPrcentage 
than is shown indicated the opinion that it is n~cessary ror 
a staff specialist to transfer to a linP position to attain 
c~rtain goals, P.Sp~c1ally 1r thPs~ gcals includ~ attaining 
th~ top position 1n thP company. 
Although only 15.4 p~r c~nt or th~ rPplies stat~d that 
it was n~c~ssary ror staff PmployPPB to transfPr to lin~ 
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runotiona. these replies supplied sound Justification ror 
this opinion. Many or th~ opinions depend upon the respond~nt's 
concept or goals. A~ was previously mentionPd, an individual's 
goals are a personal consideration and it is upon this 
determination that the opinions hinge. As onP. reply Pmphasizedz 
It is nec~ssary for a staff spPcialist to 
transfpr to a linP. position assuming h1s goals to be the hlgh~st pay and g~atest 
responsibility in his section, division, 
department, or the company as a whole. 
One company exprPss~d thP opirt>n that th- idea or joint 
accountability narrows thP gap bPtwe~n linP. and staff 
personnel. Act1vP promotion or linP mPn into starr opPra- 
tions and staff men into 11nP opPratlons ls carr1Pd out in 
this particula~ company. This phPnomena is characteristic 
or present corporations as has b~en indicated in prPvious 
statements. Although the pr~domlnant opinion 1s that in 
theo~y it ls not nP.cPssary to transfer, in actual practice 
inter-function transrP.r is commonplace. 
A revealing stat~mPnt ~oncern1ng this area was rPc~ived 
from one manufacturing firm which said: 
We subscribe to the dual-ladder concept for 
line and staff work in RPs~arch ~nd DPV~lop- ment. NevPrtheless, it is impossiblP for any staff position to P.V~r bP paid as much 
as the lin~ position. w~ try to s~ll this philosophy to our pPrsonn•l. NPVPrthP.l~ee, 
the v~ry high positions in thP. company are 
and always will bP 11n~. 
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A mining t1rm replieds 
Although no firm policy has been established, in actual practice line functions have bPP.n deemed the route or fastest advancemPnt and 
highest pay. It is the old idea that you 
can't get along without themJ and this has not changed sine~ th~ businPss has becomP. many times more complex, with the nPed ror many 
specialists. 
These two statements d~pict th~ general philosophy concern- 
ing staff specialists and the point at which it is nec~ssary 
to transfer to lin~ functions. ThP opinion of this group is 
that to attain thP pinnaclP position of an organi~ation it 
is necessary to be in a line function. HowevP.r, this fact 
is fairly universally acceptPd. It is not this ultimate 
position with which w~ arP concernPd, but with the positions 
of higher management which lead to this top position. Any 
number or routes may bP followed, but it is thP. objectivP 
here to determine whether an individual can attain the top 
position in a company Pnt1rely through thP. staff specialist 
route or whether it is necessary to transfer to a line func- 
tion and follow this route to the top. 
By utilizing only the percentage of answers rPturned 
pertaining to this ar~a, it would appear, possibly supPr- 
ficially, that thP cons~nsus fPP.ls that it is not n~c~ssary 
to transtP.r from a staff position to a lin~ position to 
attain the ultimat~ position in a company. How~ver, analyzing 
this pP.rc~ntage in furth~r dPpth rev~als that most or thP 
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negative replies that inaluded comments on the subject indi- 
cated that transfer is not necessary only to a point, this 
point being largely determined by the individual's personal 
goals. Should a staff individual desire to attain thP. top 
position in a company, thP.n h~ must transfer to a linP 
function. Ir a stafr spPcialist'e goals are cormnP.nsuretP to 
a middle-managem~nt position, thPn he can attain thesP goals 
by rP.maining in his particular specialty. 
Conc~tP. statistics arP not availablP to fully analyZP 
this reservPd opinion which just has bPPn discussed. ThP 
rPason for this situation is that many of the t'f'plies which 
PXP?'f'SSed a nPgative opinion did not commPnt on their opinion. 
However, judging from the samplP that did r~turn a commPnt 
with their answer, thP conclusion can be madP that thP gPneral 
opinion is that staff specialists must transfPr to line func- 
tions to attain thP ultimate position in the company. 
Starr sp~cialist promotion. 
The 84.1 per cent negative replies to the inquiry con- 
cerning better programs to enhance a specialist's chances 
for promotion was almost idPntical to the response rE'ce1ved 
for question number four which pP.rtain~d to transfP.rs of start 
personnel to line functions to attain certain stated goals. 
This percentagP. corrP.lat~s favorably with that of question 
four. Since th~ greatest percentagP. fPlt that it was not 
necessary for a staff sp~cialist to transfer to a line 
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function to attain his goals then 1t would follow that there 
is no need for a better promotion program for staff 
specialists. This particular statement ls made with certsln 
reservations. It doea not mean that a particular promotion 
or evaluation program may not need improving in certain pro- 
c~dures. This need is alw~ys present, as th~rP arP n~w 
methods for any syst~m or procedurP constantly being ad- 
min1sterPd. It does mean, howPVPr, that 84.1 pPr cPnt or 
the rPsponding companies felt that a staff spPcialist's 
chances for promotion in thPir company w~rP sufficient Fnough 
so he could attain his particular goals. This opinion also 
r~flects thP philosophy of intP.r-function transr~r betwePn 
linP and staff positions which enhances a staff spP.cial1st•s 
chanc~s for promotion. 
Among thP 15.9 pP.r crnt or th~ T(pl1P.a which statPd a 
neP.d for better programs wer~ several comm~nts and opinions 
on the typP. of program which would enhance a staff ep~cial- 
1st's opportun1t1P.s. One of the repl1PS suggPsted a program 
based upon: 
Headquarters administration of a company- 
wide standard skills inventory for all 
managerial personnel (including performance 
and promotability indici~s} conduct~d in conjunction with a rPQuirPm~nt that newly 
cr~ated manag~rial positions and vacanciPs be report~d to hPadquartPrs for scrP~ning and rPcommPnded candidates within thP company 
prior to filling the position or vacancy 
locally. 
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This idea stressPs the ne~d for a program that would 
recognize and consider all possible candidates for a position 
whether 1t be line o~ staff 1n nature. However, this proposal 
does not specifically indicate any n~ed for a program to 
enhance a spec1al1et's chances for promotion within his 
specialty. 
Another rP.sponse 1nd1catP.d that a program should bP used 
that would: 
••• rate all positions, both lin~ end staff, on th~ basis of rP.lativ~ functional 
importance to the company in achieving its goals. Obviously, some or thP staff 
functions--when reviP.w~d in this light-- appPar equally important in thP company's 
futur~ with the line functions. From such a rating base, the Pmployee can be critic- 
ally reviffwed to determine the degreP. of 
exc~ll~nce brought to th~ function. 
This statP.ment also lndicates an equiteblf" program for 
evaluation but does not suggest any program for a spec1a11at 
within his specialty. 
Several ~spondents pointed out the necessity of a 
parallel program for staff specialists in the ec1ent1f1c and 
technical areas of a company. HowP.ver, it was felt that 
staff positions in other areas did not ~quir~ a parallel 
program to enhance thPir promotional opportunities. Inter- 
function transfer was sufficient to meet the goals of these 
individuals. This idea suggests that companies feel that 
etaff positions oth~r than technical functions are similar 
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enough to line positions to warrant inter-function transfer 
which would benefit both company and individual. The parallel 
programs suggest~d for technical employeP.s are explained in 
further detail in Chapter v. 
Other comments indicated a neP.d for further r~!earch 
on the factors to b~ us~d when evaluating starr specialists. 
Also, further study was suggested on what fa~tors contribute 
to success in progressively high~r starr positions. Empha- 
sis was placed primarily on the method of evaluation as 
opposed to the actual promotional linP.s. It was f~lt that 
if the procedure for rvaluation or a staff spPcialist was 
sound and fair, then his chanc~s for promotion would be en- 
hanced, either within his specialty or by transr~r to a linP 
function. ThP degrP~ of an individual's advancem~nt under 
these conditions would be 11mit~d only by his own personal 
goals, end would depend upon his performance and promotability. 
Trend end impact of parallP.l plans. 
The following graph illustratP.s thP. trend of parallP.l 
promotion programs in recent years. This graph presents th~ 
percentage or the total number or companiPs replying that 
they had such a program end the year that thP.y adoptP.d it. 
As the graph 1nd1cstes the pr~dominance of such progn!ms 
were adopt~d 1n the year spans of 1950-1955 and 1960-1965. 
No d~finit~ trend ts discernibl~ from th~ r~sults of th~ 
questionnaire. Howev~r, it can be stated that th~ gr~at~st 
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majority or parallel promotion programs have b~en adopted 
within the last fifteen years. 
FIGURE 1 












1945-50 1951-55 1055-60 1961-65 
YEAR SPAN 
SourcP.: Results tabulat~d from quPstionna1r~. 
The gP.neral opinion or thP impact on the organization 
in relation to linP.-starr ~lationsh!ps was favorabl~. As 
one firm replied: 
There is a much bettPr fePling in thP 
organi~ation sincP staff p~oplP do not 
fe~l that they are lPft in a position 
without any ehancP for promotion. Very 
frP.quently good staff peoplP will bP 
plac~d in 11n° P~PcutiVP positions. In 
this manner th~y do not fP€l that they are 
oversp0c1a11z1ng 1n onP part of thP f1~1d. 
8:? 
This statement again seems to suggest e parallP-1 method or 
evaluation rather than promotion, as it 1nd1catPs thP. transrer 
or staff to 11n~. This would again prP.sP.nt thP. idea or an 
equitable evaluation procP.du~ for linP and starr employees, 
rather than a parallPl path of promotion for linP and starr. 
The r~eponsP to quP-stion number sev~n was not surr1- 
c1ent enough to result in any concrete conclustons b~1ng mad~ 
from it. Table II shows thP p~rcentagP brP8kdown of thP 
replying flnns that 1ndicat~d their classif1cat1on according 
to that pres~nt~d 1n thP quP.st1onnaire. A rPply was not r~- 
ce1ved from a company that 1nd1c~ted it was in thP wholP!al- 
1ng class1f1cat1on. Also, thlD "ot.he r-" class1f1cat1on in- 
cluded replies from petrolP-um, a~rospacP, financing, and 
marketing rtrms as was indicatPd on thP qu~st1onna1re. 
RPsults or the quest1onna1rP r~v~al that most companies 
havP ~stablished policies for ~valuation end promotion of 
both linP exP.cutives and staff sp~clalists And that thesP 
policies are generally th~ samP. for both class1ficAtions or 
employees. Further, th~ g~nPral cons~nsus ls that bett~r 
programs are not nPPded ror th~ -.valuation and promotion or 
starr spee1al1sts, however, this ls not to say that th~se 
programs can not be improv~d in thP1r quality end administra- 
tion. Emphasis was pla~Pd upon a parallPl method or Pvalua- 
t1on or staff epPclaliets and not the Petabllshm~nt of 
parall~l promotional 11n~s w1th1n a glvPn staff spPcialty. 
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TABLE II 
CLASSIFICATION OF COMPANIES 
Company Classification Percentage of Tota 1 Rfl"plies 
Manufa ctur1ng 
RPta111ng 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52.7 
8.1 • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wholesaling. • • • . . . . . • • • • • . . . o. o 




Transportation and Utility . . . . . . . . . 
Banking and Inv~stmPnts . . . . . . . . . 
Other • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Source: Results tabulated from questionnairP.. 
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Also, 1t was 1nd1cat~d that parallel promotion was r~as1ble 
to a point 1n middle managemPnt, whPreafter the transfer to 
a line function was the most sdvantagPous routP to attain 




A questionnaire was sent to 27~ companies throughout 
the nation to determine the nP.ed of parallPl PValuation and 
promotion programs for staff specialists. The responsP 
totaled forty-seven per cent. The questionnaire was SP.nt to 
companies which repreeented forty-two various 1ndustriPs. 
A great majority of the participating companies indi- 
cated that they had formal evaluation and promotion programs 
and that these programs WPre generally the same for both 
line and staff. TherP was a differencP of factors usPd to 
evaluate staff indicated by the quest1onnairP. R~sults 
showed that evaluation programs arP. bP1ng based to a great 
extent upon the pP.rformance of an individual and the rPsults 
which he produces. A trend towards promotion on the basis or 
merit, qualifications, and pot~nt1al of an ~mployee, either 
line or staff, was indicated by the response to the qu~st1on- 
na1re. 
Results revealed that it was gpn~rally not necessary 
for a staff specialist to transfer to a linP position to 
attain his goals 1n reference to status, income, and preet1ge. 
However, certain r~servations were 1ncludPd with this opinion. 
Th~ consensus of opinion also rPvPalPd that a bett~r evalua- 
tion and promotion program for staff sp~c1al1sts was not 
ne~ded, with thP PXC~ption of sci~ntific and t~chnical 
specialists. 
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Seventl respond~nts indicated that parallel promotion 
1s feasible to a point in middle management, whP.rearter 
transfer to a line position was th~ best route to attain the 
ultimate position in a company. It was also indicated that 
the necessity of transfer to a line position by a staff 
specialist to attain certain goals was dictated to a large 
degre~ by the individual's personal goals. 
CHAPTF.R V 
PARALLEL PROGRAMS AND PHILOSOPHIES OF SELECTED COMPANIES 
Several companies returned copies of their parallel 
evaluation and promotion programs while othrrs indicat~d to 
some extent their philosophies concerning this area. 
Examples of parallPl promotion programs werP included in som~ 
of these returns. With th~ exception of General Electric, 
all of the company plans are administered for the purpose or 
evaluating staff specialists in the scirnt1fic and technical 
areas. Thia procFdure was suggested by several respondPnts 
to the questionnaire as a method Of parallel P.Valuation or 
certain staff specialists. Although tht::' program for a par- 
ticular company may have bPen identif1~d with a different 
title, the basic philosophy of each is similar to that of the 
parallel promotion program ref~rrFd to in this thesis. ThPe~ 
plans generally concern the evaluation mPthod utilized in th~ 
company as well as th~ promotion policy of the company. ThP. 
area of evaluation is includ~d in the total spectrum of thP 
parallel promotion program with which this thPsis is conc~rnPd. 
Scott Paper Company 
Th~ Sc1Pnt1f1c LaddPr 
The Scott PapPr Company tr~ats all PmployP.PS P.qually 
insofar as promotions arP concPrn~d. A basic philosophy or 
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their promotion policy ls for employees to acquirP experience 
in both linP and start functions. This procedure parallels 
the general opinion that was r~rlected by the response to th~ 
inquiries on the questionneirt! concerning these particular 
policies. How~ver, the Scott Pap~r Company has e program 
?"E"fer~d to as the Scientific Ladder for certain sterr ep~- 
cialists. This program has be~n in ex1stencP for st l~est 
five years and includPs the EnginPer1ng Research, Steff 
Engineering, and Research Divisions. 
This program was originated with the concept that the 
need for scientists who art?. the best in th~ir field increae~e 
with the expansion of engineering end rPSearch. It is also 
known that theSP, scientists live end work under standards 
and desires which differ in V8rying degrees from those which 
art" familiar to edm1nietret1ve people. ThPrPforP, 1t is 
necessary to create an ~nv1ronment which will attract and 
retain these individuals. Thie environment must provide 
recognition ror the individual and a r~cognized opportunity 
ror advanoement. It must c~ete an environm~nt in which the 
individual can perform hie duties to his maximum capability 
without being burdened with administrative respons1bil1ty. 
The Scott Peper Company has established four non- 
adm1n1stretive levels which is known es the Sc1~nt1fic Ladder. 
Each of th~ sp~cific titles 1ndicat~s a progr~ssivP.ly higher 
level of tP.chnical ech1eve.mP.nt. Th~ Scientific Lsdd~r has 
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flexibility which allows it to expand according to the nPeds 
or the organization. It is broad in description and applica- 
tion, and it is recognized that in future yPars, as speciric 
men rise to eminence in their field, additional titles will 
have to be included in the Scientific Ladder. 
Emphasis is placed on the idPa that the presPnt four 
levels on the Scientific Ladder be equal to the comparable 
managerial and/or 11nP lPvels. The appointment or an indi- 
vidual to one line of progression does not prevent 1nter- 
changability in the future. HowevP.r, the system is not 
intended to be usPd to resolve problems of plac~ment within 
the administrative function. 
Cr1tAria and impact. 
The Company has established certain criteria ror ePlec- 
tlon or an individual to th~ Scientific Ladder. These cr1- 
teria are as follows: 
1. Outstanding research achievements including 
important publications and patents that have 
contributed to Scott Paper Company's pro- 
gress. 
2. Reputation within Scott ror cr~ativity and 
scientific accomplishment. 
3. Recognition outside Scott as evidenced by 
proreesional society awards, invitations to 
present papers at technical society me~tings 
and committee assignments. 
4. Maturity as an individual whose judgment and 
vision arP widely r~epect~d and who 1nsp1r~s 
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confidence through his integrity, character 
and knowledge.l 
Appointments to th~ Scientific Ladder arr. subjPct to thP 
approval of a spe.cifiP.d group of top managPment of thP Company. 
The executives or thP Scott Paper Company fePl that, 
since its adoption in 1960, thP Scientific LaddPr has im- 
proved both the prestige and morale of thP company's technical 
employees. They also arP. of thP opinion that therP have b~P.n 
no adverse P.ffects from thP 11nP ~mployPes. 
The Dow Chemical Company 
The Dual-LaddPr. 
Th~ Dow Ch~mical Company employs a s1m1lar program to 
that or Scott Paper for thPir sciPntists and tPchnical Pm- 
ployPes. It is refPrrPd to as a "dual-leddPr" program. ThE- 
dPsignation of Research Scientist is giv~n to a s~lect numbPr 
of sc1Pntists who have chosen active rPsearch as a carPPr. 
The classification of RPsearch Scientist ls onp or thrPP 
established by the Company to recognize superior ec1Pntif1c 
achievement and to provide an equal opportunity for advancP- 
ment to the scientist who prefers to continue in active 
research rather than to advanc~ in an administrative capao1ty. 
Also, two other ratings in the research "Ladde r-" are available, 
1 Copy of Scott Pep~r Comp~ny's Sc1Pnt1f1c L8dd~r. 
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Senior Research Chemist {or Engin~~r, Pharmacologist, etc.) 
and the intermediate step or Associate SciP.ntist. 
As a Research Scientist the individual has complete 
freedom of choice of research projects. H~ has few supPr- 
visory responsib1litiPs. He does, however, have widP pro- 
fessional recognition both within the Company and in national 
and international scientific circles. 
Criteria and impact. 
Appointments to the rank ot Research Scientist are made 
by the director or research, after recommendation by a com- 
mittee whose identity is confidential. Although no exact 
specifications are required tor nomination, consideration ls 
given to technical and scientific publications, talks, 
patents and reportsi education; work experience both at the 
Company and elsewherei ability and reputation in his field 
of specialization; and how widely the candidate is consult~d 
within the Company and by other scientists. 
The position or ResP-arch Scientist is the top or the 
ladder at the Dow Chemical Company. Th~ positions or s~n1or 
Research Chemist {or Eng1ne~r, Pharmacologist, etc.) and 
Associate Scientist are lower levels on thP. ladder along 
which a technical P.mployee may advance to the top position 
or Research Scientist. Since the program's adoption in 1950, 
executives reel that the impact on thP company has b~en v~ry 
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favorable. They fePl that it has been a very significant 
development in rP.search moralP and pff~ct1vPnPss. 
The Celanese Corporation 
The Technical Evaluation .El!.12· 
The Celanese Corporation adopted a program in 1963 
entitled the CP.lanese Technical Evaluation Plan. This plan 
covers the Company's technical research and development em- 
ployees. This separate evaluation plan was established in 
order to provide clear promotional opportun1ti~e to tP.ehnical 
personnel who might not be included in the "rnanagP.mPnt" 
group. 
The technical group is divided into nonsupervisory and 
supervisory although some or the non-supPrvisory personnel 
may coordinate the work ~rrorts of a small group or people. 
Those technical CDmployPes who are "supPrvlsory" arf' respons- 
ible for the managemP.nt or a project rather than the purely 
t~chnieal aspects or a project. 
The plan actually consists or two lin~s or progression. 
The non-supervisory line P.nta11s five levels which a technical 
employee may attain. The ultimate position bP.1ng ~ntitlPd 
SP.nior Research/Eng1n-.ering Associate. The supervisory line 
contains tour levels, the low~st of which is similar in 
salary to the third non-supPrvieory lev~l. The top position 
in thf'! sup~rvisory line is that of SP ct ion HPad A/Manag~r A. 
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Thie position draws $161a mor~ a year than the SPnior 
Research AssociatP. This situation 1nd1catPs that thP 
general trend or the company is to pay more to individuals 
who asaum~ administrative and supervisory rP.spons1b111ty 
than to non-sup~rvisory individuals. 
Other start specialists in the Corporation such as in- 
duetr1al relations, personnel, advertising, public rPlations, 
communications, etc., are eV8luated on the same scale as arf' 
the line exP-cutives. Rationalization for this procedure 
hinges on the idea that th~ nature or these staff positions 
wries to a. great Px:tent within starr specialties. Th~ 
Company has found that it is able to successfully compensatP- 
and promote staff specialists, other then teehn1cal/rP.search 
and development personnel, using thP eam~ methods as ar"f' 
used tor line executives. 
The Monsanto Company 
The Monsanto Company has a dual-ladder plan in the ar~• 
or technical research. The philosophy or this Company is 
that, "The matter or staff specialist ls a problem which must 
be handled on an individual basis." This thinking is similar 
to the eomm~nts submitted by several respondents to the 
questionna1~ who indicated that starr specialist evaluation 
ls more or an informal matter rath~r than a formal policy. 
When the performance or an 1nd1v1dual staff man in the 
Monsanto Company justifies it, a special title is develop~d 
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and processed through the salary committP.e. This special 
title has the effect of br~aking the salary levels or the 
present classifications. It also app€ars undPr an appropri- 
ate letter grade which might carry such status symbols as 
particular office furnishings, office rugs, types or walk, 
etc. This end result is a dual-ladder program. 
Although this program is refPrred to as a formal dual- 
ladd~r program, it appears that th~ actual adm1n1strat1on ls 
accomplished on an informal basis. This is an examplP- of 
the procedure which is used in many companiP.s to promote 
certain employP.~s. TherP ls no formal plan to follow, in- 
stead, an informal procedure is followed to attempt to 
evaluate and promote technical and research ~mplo~e.s and no 
formal definition or equal line and staff positions exists 
within the organization. 
The General Electric Company 
Equal opportunity. 
The General Electric Company has done extensive research 
into methods or evaluation for employees. ThP philosophy of 
this company concP.rning evaluation and promotion is that or 
"Equal Opportunity." This concept is that or a worthwhile 
and desireble goal to work toward rather than an accuratP 
description of a completely universal situation in today's 
"rea 1 world. " 
The basic principle concerns thP. fair evaluation of the 
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worth to the Company of the expected contribution or a posi- 
tion. The compensation level for each position ts determined 
through an approach designed to be more objective in the 
evaluation of this expect€d work contribution. A salary 
range for each designed position encourages individual growth 
and resultant adjustment based on regular and objective 
appraisals of performance. Fully implemented, such an approach 
means that each Pmployee, regardless or the type of work he 
is doing, knows that he is being compensated ror work accom- 
plished. All are compensated according to more nearly objective 
evaluations of their work, design~d to reward th~ actual 
person who does the work rather than on his personality. 
Determining the worth 2! !. position. 
A great deal of responsibility rests with the p~opl~ 
who determine the worth to the Company of a particular posi- 
tion. In determining the worth or positions, evaluations 
need to be based on well-sPasoned Judgment appli~d to the 
most complete and accurate information availabl~. Evalua- 
tions need to keep up with changing conditions and not become 
static. When there is a significant change from the work as 
previously designed into a position, the position ne~ds to 
be redesigned and re-evaluat~d up or down as th~ cas~ may be. 
The value of the work of a position may change significantly 
from time to timP due to changes in any onP or all or the. 
following factors which are us~d by General El~ctr1c to 
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detennine the compensation for a position: 
1. The value to the Company of th~ intended 
contribution. 
2. The design of work ~lements into a position. 
3. The market value of the knowledg~ and skill required by the work designed into the position, and the risk involved. 
4. The continuing perfonnancP or the individual 
in that position, regularly reviPwed and objectively appraised against agreed-upon 
standards.2 
It ls very important that it be clear to every employee 
that the evaluation of the work or his position does not 
result in "freezing" him into slots or grades. Rather, it is 
a means of detennining the value or other positions. The 
intent is fair evaluation on thP samP basis for all positions 
in the Company. Sound position evaluation is a mejor step 
in making more opportunities equally available to all em- 
ployees. 
The goal is to insure equal opportunities for all em- 
plOY'f'es, proportionate to their capability, initiative and 
contribution within the framework or the entire Company. The 
reduction and eventual elimination or the arbitrary ~atric- 
tlons in p~rsonal advancement results in each employee pro- 
gressing along his own particular path as he matures, as he 
2 From Copy of General Electric Company Philosophy 
submitted with questionnaire. 
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increases the knowlP.dge and skills that permit aim to make 
a grP.ater contribution to business objectives, and as the 
worth to the Company or his contribution takes an increased 
importance. Objective evaluation or the contribution PX- 
pected from and made by Pach employee can result in compensa- 
tion and progress according to achievem~nts. 
Ooale or the plsn. 
The goal of "Equal Opportunity" may be expressed as 
"parallel paths" or "multiple paths" or "unrestricted oppor- 
tunities ror all." However, even as a fully implemented 
concept and a realized goal, "Equal Opportunity" will not 
necessarily result in equal achievement or equal compensation. 
The actual rewards, monetary or otherwis~, are the direct 
result or the advantage that any one individual actually takes 
of the opportunities that are available to all. Significant 
to the concept ls the principle that no employee whose basic 
interests and particular combination or abilities indicate a 
career in one or the technical ar~as and who can accordingly 
make his greatest contributions to the objectives or the 
Company in this area need reel he has to become a line exPcu- 
tive as the only mPans of achieving his own desired financial 
and other personal goals. 
The total numb~r and worth to the Company or 11n~ ex~cu- 
tive positions is limited by the competitive and economic 
requ1~m~nt or the org!nization. This ract ts ~v1denced by 
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the necessarily comparatively small number of linP. positions 
in upper organization levels. Frustrating problems result 
from this organizational limit to the number or top line 
executive positions. On the other hand, ~xpanding oppor- 
tunities for staff specialists are crP-ated by the require- 
ments of the organization to meet the many n~eds of the 
business enterprise. When the skills of a specialist have 
progressed to th~ stage that he could contribute more than 
the contribution needed by the Company in that particular 
area, then his knowledge and skills will be used more effec- 
tively and result 1n a more valuable contribution when made 
available to another component of the Company. Or the great- 
est contribution might be made by making the individual's 
knowledge and skills available for long-range research and 
development or other areas as rP.quired by the over-all 
Company objectives. 
Promotion to another component of the Company assurP.s 
recognition tor the greater contribution made possible by 
success in the individual's self-development efforts. In 
the second instance, functional promotion is encouraged where 
the individual's particular ability for doing such work may 
be made ftvailable to all components of the Company. In 
either case, 1ncrP.as~d personal r~cognition and greater 
financial compensation r~sulte for th~ individual. 
The philosophy of the General Electric Company and th~ 
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method they utilize to evaluate their line and staff em- 
ployees closely approaches the ideas or McGregor and Likert 
concerning performance appraisal. It strives to conduct the 
evaluation procedure as objectiv~ly as possible. The system 
is based primarily upon the performance of an individual. 
This is in accord with the results-oriented programs with 
which McGregor and Likert were concerned. 
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Summary 
Several of th~ participating compan1~s returnPd copies 
Of thPir parallel PV81U8tion end promotion programs While 
oth~rs indicated their philosophies concerning this area. 
While each company used a differPnt titlP. ror their plan, 
each is similar in nature to th~ peM!llel program reiferred 
to in the questionnaire. The basic considPration in these 
plans is the provision for a parallel evaluation and promo- 
tion plan for the scientific and tPchnical staff specialists 
of the company. 
The Scott PapPr Company advocates inter-function transfer 
of line and staff PmployPPS end treats all Pmployees equally 
with rE'Bpect to promotions. HowP.VPr, the company has insti- 
tuted a parallel plan ror 1ts technical employePS which is 
entitled thP Scientific Ledder. This plan providPs for ~reater 
professional recognition and e gr-eter opportunity for ad- 
vancement of technical employPes than was presPnt under the 
standard method of ~valuation and promotion. 
The So1entif1c Ledder consists of four non-administrative 
levels. The plan is flexible so that it will bP eblP to ex- 
pand according to the TIPP.de or thP company. Fmphasis is 
placed on thP. 1dPa that thP. preisPnt four lPVPls of the Scien- 
tific L!dder be equal to the eomparabl~ managPriel end/or line 
levP.le. Adoption of this plsn sePms to hevP. 1mprovPd the 
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prestige and.morale or the company~s technical employees. 
The Dow Chemical Company employs a dual-ladder program 
for its scientific and technical employees. Three classi- 
fications, Research Scientist, Senior Research ChPmist (or 
Engineer, Pharmacologist, etc.) and AssocigtE" SciE>ntist, have 
been established to recognize superior scientific achievem~nt 
and to provide an equal opportunity for advancement to those 
who choose not to advance in an administrative capacity. The 
employee has few supervisory responsibilities and has freedom 
to select research projects. Sinoe the program's adoption 
executives reel that it has had a favorable impact on thP 
organization and that it has been a significant dE>velopment 
in research morale and effectiveness. 
The Celanese Corporation adopted the Celanese Technical 
Evaluation Plan which covers the company's technical/r~search 
and development employees. This plan provides for clear 
promotional opportuniti~s to technical personnel who might 
not be included in the management group. The technical group 
is divided into supervisory and non-supervisory cat~goriPs. 
The technical employees who are "supervieory" are responsible 
ror the management or a project rathPr than the purely 
technical aspects or a project. Oth~r staff sp~c1a11sts or 
the company are evaluated on the samP- scalP as are line 
executivea. 
Th~ Monsanto Company employs th~ philosophy that the 
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matter or evaluating a start specialist must be handled on 
an individual basis. A special title ls developed tor a 
specialist in a technical ar~a wh~n h1s p~rrormanc~ justifies 
it. This title ls th~n processed through various channels 
and its effect is to break through th~ ~x1sting class1f1ca- 
t1ons. 
The Oen~ral Electric Company employs a philosophy of 
"Equal Opportunity". The basic pr1nciplP concerns the fair 
evaluation of the worth to the organization or the expected 
contribution of a position. This plan ls r~sults oriPnted 
and assures each employ~~ that he is compeneat~d tor his per- 
formance. The goal of this plan is to 1nsur~ equal oppor- 
tunities for employees, proport1onat~ to th~ir capability, 




Much confusi~n exists concerning a clear cut definition 
or starr. Many academic definitions have been put forth b7 
many people. As is the problem with defining any word, the 
problem or defining otarr depends a great deal upon the 
perspective or the definer. The academic distinction between 
line and start which is created by the various definitions 
is generall7 greater than the actual distinction made 1n an 
organization. This is not to sa7, however, that organiza- 
tions do not make a distinction between the two. Indeed, it 
is important to the organization and the employee to recognize 
the differences between a line position and a starr position. 
Starr is advisory 1n nature. A starr position is not 
an actual link 1n the scalar chain, consequently, the start 
duty is an auxiliary function. Starr work is not limited 
to onl1 advisory or counseling duties. It ma1 perform cer- 
tain services or exercise functional control. These duties 
do not place start in a line role when they are being per- 
formed. 
A method or distinguishing between line and start is b7 
the method or "accountabilit7". This term describes the 
situation wherein the person who is held accountable tor the 
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the results or a decision has the authority to make the 
necessary decision. Starr then implies the person who sup- 
plies tacts and information that will enable the accountable 
manager, or the line executive, to makP. a decision. 
Regardless or the distinction 1118de between line and 
staff 1n an organization, both must bP evaluatPd for per- 
formance and cons1derPd for promotion. ThP objectives of 
performance appraisal are quite varied betwPen companies. 
However, the most common objP.ctive or an appraisal program 
ls to prov1dP a systematic judgmPnt to substantiatP salary 
increases, promotions, and transfers. These objectives or 
performance appraisal reflect company philosophy and the 
assumptions underlying the use or performance appraisal. 
The merit rating system or performance appraisal is 
perhaps the most common method of evaluation used by com- 
panies at the p~sent time. This evaluation or an Pmployee 
is m8de by his supervisor or by some othPr qualified person 
who is familiar with the employee's performance on the job. 
A standardized form is usually utilizPd and the merit rating 
is made part or the employee's permanent record. The ob- 
jectives or the merit rating system are similar to those 
cited for general performance appraisal programs. 
A great deal or material has been written concerning 
conventional appraisal plans. ConsequPntly, criticisms have 
b~~n levP.l~d at th~se plans in g~n~ral. Th~ most common 
criticisms concern the problems r~lated to human judgment 
involved in evaluating an employee, problems related to 
organizational characteristics and managP.rial philosophy, 
and problems concerned with the subjc-ctivity of measurP.s or 
performance. 
Students of performance appraisal have advanced new 
ideas for improvement of the conventional plans which are in 
predominant use in companies at th€ present time. The basic 
trend or these improvements is to prov1dP. for an appraisal 
plan which ls more results oriented than the conv~nt1onal 
plans. Peter Drucker's concept of "management by objectives" 
seems to hav~ provided the basic framework within which these 
improvements have been originated. 
Douglas McGr~gor has presented a plan which is basic- 
ally a goals-oriented appraisal plan. It allows ror greater 
employee freedom in selecting personal goals and provides tor 
a higher degree or self-analysis by the employee b~ing 
evaluated. The predominant role or the superior 1s that ot 
a counselor rather than a judge. 
Rens1s Likert has originated an appraisal plan which 
emphasizes objectivity in the evaluation or an employ~e. By 
utilizing measur~mente made through the use or methods by 
social science rPsearchers, Lik~rt holds that en accurate 
and objective evaluation can b~ madP or an ~mploY"e. He 
~mphas1zes the use or group proc~dur~s to ~valuat~ an ~m- 
ployee and stress~s the fact that the evaluation process must 
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be continued in a cycle in order to be effective. 
The General Electric Company conducted a study to test 
the effectiveness or their appraisal program. Results or 
the study revealed tacts which we~ similar to the criticisms 
which have been made against conventional appraisal programs. 
~s a result or th~ir study, the General Electric Company has 
instituted a performance appraisal program which is very 
similar in nature to those plans advocated by McG~gor and 
L1kert. 
A questionnaire which was sent to ?.70 companies in the 
nation by this author revealed interesting opinions concern- 
ing parallel evaluation and promotion programs ror linP and 
starr employees. Th~ majority or the respondents r~lt that 
starr employees received equal opportunity in thP-lr company 
for promotion. Many were or the opinion that 1t was advan- 
tageous, both to th~ company and to thP employee, to transfer 
an employee from line to staff and vice versa. R~sults re- 
vealed that very little difference existPd betw~en line and 
starr employees concerning their evaluation and opportunity 
tor advancement. The idea or a parallel evaluation and pro- 
motion progrem ror starr speciallets in rfl'Search and develop- 
ment was present~d by sPveral companies. 
ParallP-1 programs ror start specialists are in Pxist~nc~ 
1n several compan1Ps which ~spond~d to the qu~et1onnai~. 
ThesP- programs ~re ror th~ t~chnical and sc1~nt1fic ep~c1a11eta 
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or each company. They arP- essentially similar to thP. type 
of parallel program to which the author rP-ferred on the 
questionnaire. 
Seversl conclusions can be drawn based upon th~ original 
research which this author conducted in th~ form of a ques- 
tionnaire. It must be emphasized that these conclusions are 
based on reeponses rPceivP.d from companies included in the 
survey and any misinterpretation of these responses ls the 
responsibility or this author. 
Transfer of starr specialists to line positions, and 
line executives to starr positions is a common and ben~r1c1al 
situation occurring in many companies at the present time. 
This inter-function transfer provides a spP.cialist the oppor- 
tunity to expand his abilities and consequently, to become 
more valuable to the organization. Further, a line executive 
may be transferred to a starr pooit1on to gain experience in 
a specific area, thus contributing to his ability to carry 
out his line duties in the event or a subsequent transfer back 
to a line runotion. 
The opportunity for promotion ls equal for both line and 
starr employees. The personal goals or an individual are the 
important factor in detenn1ning his position in the company. 
Should an employee aspire to the top position in a company, 
then he will have to runct1on in a line capacity to attain 
this ultimate goal. 
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Opportunities ror advancement are a vital raotor in 
detenn1ning job sat1araction and providing incentives for 
superior performance. The prestigP. associatPd with promo- 
tion is often more important than the salary increase, 
especially ror outstanding researchers who are particularly 
concerned with professional recognition. Opportunities for 
advancement in other functional areas are usually equivalent 
to the opportunities to line pP.rsonnel to advance. Un- 
fortunately, advancement in technical areas is often limited, 
resulting in frustration. This situation exists primarily 
in the technical areas or a company. 
To meet this inequality of advancemPnt opportunity 
several companies have instituted a parallel evaluation and 
promotion program for th~ir scientific and technical em- 
ployees. Under this system the rttsearch employe~a can 
advance along the traditional path of technical administra- 
tion or remain completely in technical work by moving up a 
professional scale. The use or a professional scale gives 
greater recognition or technical achievements. 
The parallel approach benP.fits the technical employ~e 
and the company by allowing employees to choose a path of 
advancement in accordance with their dPsires and abilities. 
This pP.rmita thosP with cn>at1vP talent in technical fields 
to ~main in resP.srch work without being penalizPd. The 
increased professional status provided is an effPctive 
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inducement for 8ttracting and retaining quality technical 
people. The quality or rPsearch managemP.nt also improves 
with the institution or a parallel program by allowing those 
without executive skills to concentrate on technical work. 
An important consideration is that employeP.s affPcted by 
this program be given meaningful classifications which are 
given the same pr~stige and financial r~wards as comparable 
rnanag~rlal positions. 
Support for a parallel evaluation and promotion program 
was expressed by several of the rPspond1ng companiPs ror 
scientific and technical employees. Present opinion ls that 
evaluation and advancemPnt opportunity for staff specialists 
other than technical employe~s ls Pqulvslent to line posi- 
tions depending upon individual goals and 1nter-runct1on 
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For the purpose of this study, "staff specialists" will be defined as 
"those employees who provide specialized services to the line officials 
and advise and counsel them in the performance of their duties but who have 
no authority to issue instructions except as specifically designated in the 
organizational set-up or to those subordinates who work with him to provide 
staff services." 
l. a. Does your company have an established policy for evaluation of: 
line executives yes no staff specialist_____yes~no 
b. If so, is this policy the same for both line and staff employees? 
__ _,,yes no 
Comment: 
2. a. In your estimation, would there be a better method of evaluating 
staff specialists in your company? yes no 
b. If so, what method? 
3. a. Does your company have an estabiished policy for promotion of: 
line executives yes no 
staff specialists yes no 
b. If so, is this policy the same for both line and staff employees? 
__ _,,yes no 
Conunent. 
4. Do you think that in your company it is necessary for a staff 
specialist to transfer to a line position to attain his goals 
in reference to income, prestige, and status? yes no 
S. a. Do you feel that in your company there is need for a better 
program to enhance a staff specialist's chances for promotion 
within his specialty? yes no 
b. If so, what type of program would you suggest? 
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6. a. If your company has a parallel promotion program for line- 
staff employees , when was this program adopted? _ 
b. What has been the impact on the organization in relation to 
line .. staff relationships since its adoption? 
7. a. If your company does not have a parallel promotion program 
for line-staff employees, has the adoption of such a p?IO- 
gram ever been considered? yes no 
b. If so, is it still under active consideration? ___ yes no 
1. If the answer to Part b is yes, what problems do you think 
would be encountered if such a program were instituted? 
2. If the answer to Part bis no, why was the program dropped 
from consideration? 
a. Type of firm: 
a. manufacturing d. insurance 
b. retailing e. transportation and utility 
c. wholesaling f. banking and investments 
g. other specify 
9. (Optional) Name of firm: 
Permission granted to quote yes no 
Permission granted to identify company yes no 
An organization chart or any printed brochures pertinent to evaluation 
and promotion programs for staff specialists in your company would be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you. 
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APPENDIX B 
LIST OF COMPANIES 
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LIST OF COMPANIES USED IN SURVEY 
MOODY'S HANDBOOK OF WIDELY HELD COMMON STOCl(S 
Aerospace 
Boeing Douglas Aircraft 
General Dynamics Lockheed Aircraft 
McDonnell Aircraft 
Northrop Republic Aviation 
United Aircraft 
Airlines American Airl1n~s 
Braniff Ail""Ways 
Delta Air Lines Pan American World Airways 
Trans World Airlines United Air L1nPs 
Aluminum Aluminium Ltd. Aluminum Co. of America 







Eaton Manufacturing Electric Storage BattP.ry 
Timken Roller Bearing 
Banks-New York City Bankers Tr,Jst 
Chase Manhattan 
Chemical Bank NP-w York Trust First Nations l City Bank Irving Trust 
Banks - Other Massachus~tts Investors Trust 
Bank of America 
Fidelity Philadelphia Trust 
First National Bank (Boston) First National Bank (Chicago) 
Girard Trust Bank 
Republic National Bank 
(Dalles) s~curlty First National 
(L.A.) Wells Par$o Bank American 
Trust (S.P.) 
Building Materials Crane Flintkote 
Johns-Manville Masonite 
National Gypsum 





Lehigh Portland Marquette Cement 
Penn-Dixie CemP-nt 
Chemicals Air Reduction 








Liggett & Meyers 
Lorillard 
Philip Morris Reynolds Tobacco 
Containers Glass & Metal 





Anaconda Kennecott Copp~r Magma Copper 
Phelps Dodge 
Deopartment Stores & Mall Order Gimbel Brothers 
Macy (R.H.) Marshall Field May Department Stores 
Montgomery Ward 




Johnson & Johnson Miles Laboratories 
Parke Davis Richardson-Merrell 
Searle (a. D.) Wa rner-Lembert 
Electric Power Baltimore Gas & Electric 
Boston Edison 
C1no1nnat1 Oas & Electric Commonwealth Edieon 
Consolidated Edison D.,,,troit Edison 
Florida Power PPnnsylvan1a Pow~r & Light 
Publ1o Service- of Colorado Utah Pow~r & Light 
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Electric Equipment 
Cutler-Hammer General Electric 
HoneywP.11, Inc. McGraw-Edison Square D 
WestinghousP Electric 









FlnancP American InvPstmPnt Associates Investment 
B~nPficial Finance c.I.T. Financial 
Conunercial CrPd1t Household Finance 
Foods 
Borden Campb~ll Soup 
Carnation a~neral Foods 





Grocery Chains Acm~ MarkP.ts 
F1ret National Stores OrP.at Atlantic & Pacific 
Jew~l TP.a Krogfl!>r 
sar~wa1 StorPS 
Insurance-Fire & Casualty 
Continental Insurance Firemen's Fund Insurance 
Great American Ins. 
Hartford Fire 
Home Ins. Insurance Co. of N. America 
Insurance-Life (large) Aetna Life Ins. Connecticut General Life. 
Continental Assurance 




Liberty National Life National Old Line 
Security Life & Trust 
Liquor Distillers-SPagrams 
National Distillers 
Schenley Walker, Hiram Gooderham & 
Worts 
Machine Tools 
Bullard Cincinnati Milling Machin~ 








Link-Belt Mesta Machine United Engineering & 
Foundry 
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Metal Fabrication Revere Copper U. s. Pipe & Foundry 
Motion Pictures 
American Broadcasting- Paramount 
M-G-M Paramount Pictures Twentieth Century-Fox 
Warner Brothers Pictures 
Natural Gas 
American Natural Gas Colorado Interstate Oas 
Columbia Gas System 
Consolidated Natural Gas 
Equitable Gas Mountain Fuel Supply 
Northern Natural Gas Texas Gas Transmission 
Transcontinental Gas f.ipe 
Lin~ 
Nonferrous Metals AmP.rican Smelting & Refining 
Cerro 
Eagle-Picher New J,:.rsPy Zinc 
Vanadium Corp. of AmPrica 
Office Equipment Addressograph-Mult1graph 
Burroughs IBM National Cash Regiet~r 
Pitney-Bowes 
SCM Corp. 
Oil Gulf Oil 
Marathon Oil Phillips Petroleum 
Shell Oil Sinclair 011 




Paint Glidden National Lead Sherwin-Williams 
Paper & Paperboard Champion Paper 
Cont a in er Corp. Great Northern Paper 
International Paper 
Kimberly-Clark 
Mead St. Regis Paper 
Scott Paper 
Railroad Equipment ACF Industries 
American Brake Shoe Amsted 
Pullman Westinghouse Air Brake 
Railroads 
Atchison, Topeka & 
Santa Fe Chicago, Rock Island 
DP.nver & Rio Grande 
Great Northern 





Steel Major Producers 
Armco Steel 
Bethlehem Steel 
Inland Jones & Laughlin 
National Republic u.s. 
Steel S~condary Producers 
Allegheny Ludlum Colorado Fuel & Iron 
Crucible Steel 




Motorola Radio Corp. of America 
Zenith 
Textiles Burlington Industries 
Cannon Mills 
Lowenstein 
St~Vf!'ns (J. P.) 
Tire & RubbP.r Firestone Tire 
Goodrich 
Goodyear u. s. Rubber 
Rayon American Enka Celanese 
Variety Stores Grant (W. T. ) Kresge ( s . S • ) 
Murphy (G. c.) 
Woolworth Soap Colgate-Palmolive Procter & Gamble 
Soft Drinks Canada Dry 
Coca-Cola Dr. PPpper 
Pepsi-Cola 
